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THINKING THE UNTHINKABLE

THERE     IS     A      STORY
currently  doing  the  rounds.
Sharon  and Arafat  agree to  a

secret meeting.  Sharon says to Arafat,
"Do you mind if I begin with a story?"
"No",  replies Yasser.  "Moses  and the

Children  of Israel  approached  the
Promised Land. They found themselves
completely without water but Moses
struck a rock and a pemanent water
source  appeared.  Everyone  drank,
washed and went off to  sleep. When
they woke up in the moming, to their
horror they found that the water source
had been deliberately polluted.  "Very
sad",  says Arafat,  "but why are you
telling me this?" "Because", says Arik,
"the  Palestinians  did  it."  "Don't  be

ridiculous", says Arafat, "there weren't
any Palestinians around in those days".
"AIL hah!'' says Sharon. "Well, now we

have established that, let's get on with
the negotiations".

There  may  be  something  of the
`smart  little  Jew  outwits  stupid  but

stronger  foe'  to  the  story  but  the
dominant note is an edgy nervousness.
Is it really still necessary for us to have
to establish our title to this land? After
all these years of struggle and after all
the   apparent   confirmation,   from
embassies the world over to  a soccer
team that can knock Chelsea out of a
European  competition   (and,   yes,
E#rapea7€  is  a  reminder  that  not
everyone has given confirmation), is our
right to the orange groves of Tel Aviv
still seriously in question?

Of course, there could be something
positive   i.n   this.   If   Israelis   and
Palestinians, Jews and Muslims  could
actually talk to each other about their
deepestinsecurities,therewouldbereal
hope.  If Muslims  could acknowledge
their  imperial  past  in  which  Islam
conqueredterritoryafterterritorybythe
scimitar, if others would only see that
human  history,  both  ancient  and
modem, is a history of the movements
of people and that most have reason to
ponder the stories by which they calne
torulethelandinwhichtheylive-think
of America, Jordan, Northern Ireland -
there might be some hope.

But  the  story  points  in  another
direction. Not to the security to engage
inessentialdialoguebuttotheprofound
insecurity   that   should   make    it
understandable that Jews now think the
unthinkable.

When   America   declared   that
September llth had changed the world
it meant,  amongst other things, that
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something  hitherto  unthinkable had
happened.  Not terror  of the kind to
which   we   have   become   almost
accustomed in recent decades and even
titillated ourselves with in movies but
an unthinkable kind of terror which now
opens    up    scenarios    previously
unimagined.  `Why  on  earth  would
anyone do that? '

Jews have been there before. At the
heart of the work of historian Lucy
Dawidowicz lies an explanation of why
Jews behaved as they did as the Nazi
killing  squads  swept through Eastern
Europe  in  the  early   1940s.  They
behaved as if this were another pogrom,
they tried to get their heads down until
it had passed by. No one imagined in
theirwildestnightmaresthataEuropear
goverrment, a civilised nation would
seek to exterlninate en masse an entire
peoplesimplyforbeingwhotheywere.
That   was   unthinkable.   But   the
unthinkable happened.

There is no doubt that the unthinkable
is being thought again by some in Israel
and world Jewry Did we recz/fy think it
in1967?Notmanyofus.Havewereally
thought it since? That the great dream
would shatter, that Israel would again
cease to exist, that Jews would indeed
be `thrown into the sea' , that Jews would
become homeless refugees again? Not
untilnow.Butthatteriblefearhasbegun
to  surface  again  and  it  is  key  to
understanding Ariel  Sharon  and the
support he enjoys within Israel.

Why didn't Arafat do a deal in the
last  days  of the  Clinton presidency?
Because  Barak  tried  to  rush  him?
Because he  is unable to make up his
mind about anything? Because he was
afraid of being shot by his own people?
Because he thought there was a better
deal to be done? Or because he knows
that he can't lose? If he makes no deal
but continues to plead the Palestinian
cause on the world stage, sooner or later
growing intemational frustration with
Israel, the indestructible poison of anti-
Semitism, fear of rising Islamic power,
the  thrust  of fundamentalism  and
extremism, the growing demographic
time bomb will hand over the orange
groves of Jaffa to Muslim hands.

Conversely,  and if a deal is  forced
upon Arafat, who is also going to force
an end to the often repeated threat? The
threat, the chilling insistence that the
deal  is  only  an  interim  measure,  a
Palestinian State on the West Bank and
Gazawhich,thoughittakesageneration
or three, is only a staging post, just the

firstpartofaneventualPalestinianState
occupying the whole area which was
once Israel. How do you guarantee that
isn't going to happen?

Canyouguaranteeitmflitarily?Quite
some work was done on that during the
Clintontalksbuthowconvincingcanany
military  guarantees  be?   Can  you
guarantee it pohitically or diplomatically
- in a world which elects Syria to the
Security Council,  is prepared to  hold
Olympic   games   in   China,   Tibet
notwithstanding,andinwhichtheFrench
ambassador to  Britain feels  it safe to
disparage `shitty little countries' as long
as he is amongst friends?

MANNA is not overwhelmed by the
Sharon government. It contains people
whose   vision   is   both   hopelessly
unrealistic    and    unjust    to    the
Palestinians. Its conduct of `the war' is
deeply dalnaging to the fabric of Israeli
society.  It is  employing means which
cannot be justified by their ends. Most
of all, it doesn't appear to be achieving
anything but rather continues to play
into Arafat's win, win strategy

But - and there is a big but - what is
the alternative? To what extent is almost
everyone  colluding  with  Arafat's
strategy? Does it help for British Jews
to go beyond their religious obligation
to challenge the abuse of power and to
highlight  injustice  and  immorality
within as well as without and question
the very interdependence of the Jewish
people, the fundamental validity of the
Zionist enterprise  and the moral right
of the Jewish people to its own land?
Does it help for the press to hurl abuse
at Sharon and discount real and genuine
fears that the unthinkable may actually
happen to  a people twice  over in the
space of a hundred years?

What if Arafat is fitter and shrewder
than we think? What if he has stumbled
upon the ultimate win, win strategy? No
deal  and  Israel  will  eventually  be
destroyed from within  and without.
Make a deal if you have to but that is
only an interim arrangement before the
battle  is  rejoined from a position of
much greater strength.

Thinkingtheunthinkable,aswehave
now leaned,  is wise.  Preventing the
unthinkable from happening to Israel is
a challenge that extends far beyond the
SharongovernmentandworldJewry,to
all those nations that genuinely believe
in justice for both sides and not just in
political  expediency  in  the  face  of
terrorism   and   ruthless   imperial
deterriation. .



NATIONAL HEALTH
DEMANDS EQUALITY

Michael Marmot

ADOCTOR      CONCERNED
with   social   issues,   strains
credibility.  To  put  it  more

kindly: the doctor's concern should be
with individual patients, not with social
issues. My concern, as a doctor, is with
what happens before the patient comes
to the clinic; with causes of illness and,
in particular, with why illness  should
be distributed unequally in society. This
indeed is a large social issue. It is the
attempttounderstandsocialinequalities
in health: why people a the bottom of
the social ladder have worse health than
those at the top and why those in the
middle have better health than those at
the bottom but worse health than those
above them in the social hierarchy.

To understand this problem is hard
enough. Knowing what to do about the
problemharderstill.Evenmoredifficult
is to relate this social issues to the Torah.
The  central point is that health and
healthinequalitiesarerelatedtotheway
we organise society. The Torah is about
the way we organise society. The point,
as a famous  and now unfashionable,
lapsed Jew once  said, was not just to
understand society but to change it.

As  a youngster going to Hebrew
School, Leviticus was of little interest.
We sniggered over the canal passages
that had to do with who could do what
to whom but the rest, in my memory,
was to do with crime and punishment.
Now I find it of extraordinary interest.
Especiallyitspenultimatesidrah,Be%czr.

At the millenniuni two years ago we
heard much  about Jubilee  2000,  the
multifaithinitiativetopersuadenational
govemmentstocancelthirdworlddebt.
It has its origins in Bchczr. It starts with
the sabbatical year. On the seventh year
the land was to have a rest, to lie fallow.
After seven times seven, forty nine, it
was to lie fallow and the following year,
the fiftieth, was hallowed. It would be
Jubileeyear.Itseemstomemorelogical
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thatifyouhalloweveryseventhitwould
be the forty ninth that becomes holy.

During the sabbatical year, God was
to  provide.  At  the  Jubilee,  human
societyhadtoinplementawholeseries
of changes. In the sidrah we read, "You
shall proclaim release throughout the
land for all its inhabitants."

The  ideal  is  so  remarkable that I
cannot believe it ever happened. Were
there  a historical record covering this
period, it would be interesting to know
the extent to which it was implemented.
On Yon Kippur the sfeo/ar sounded to
mark the beginning of the Jubilee and
four things were due to happen:

1.  There was a sabbatical.
2.  All debts were cancelled.
3.  There was liberty for all Israelite

slaves    in    bondage.     I    am
uncomfortable with the idea that
it only applied to Israelite slaves
- but I suppose I have to apply a
little cultural relativism here.

4.  Return of ancestral possessions to
the original fillies.

Let me take the  sabbatical  first.  It
conveysawonderfullyorderedsenseof
time. We have a day of rest every seven.
The land has a year of rest every seven.
And the whole  slate  of inequality is
wiped clean after seven times seven.

We have many different approaches
to time but let me contrast two.  The
orderedprogressoftheweeksandyears
implied by the Sabbath, the sabbatical
year and the Jubilee. Against this is a
rather different approach of what we
might call circumstantial time. Danny
Kahneman, the Princeton p sychologist,
illustrates this with reference to Verdi's
apera, La Traviata.

In the last scene of rr¢i;i.¢ftz there is a
dramatic clinax. The heroine, Violetta,
lies dying of tuberculosis and has hours
to live. The drama of the whole opera
centres on whether her former lover,
Alfredo, her only tnre love, will make it

in time to see her before she dies. There
are only minutes in it. He makes it. She
dies.Andwegohomeuplifted.Butwait.
Shewasonly23.Whatifshewasoffered
the choice of missing Alfredo but living
another 10 years. It would have been a
bargain for Violetta but we would have
felt cheated. We value those minutes in
whichAlfredowouldorwouldnotmake
it more than we value the extra ten years
of life for this young woman.  Think
about how we value time. We still have
much of the child's impatience to wish
the time away until the party, the exam
results, the outcome of a football match.
In our world it may be the outcome of
the contract negotiation, the court case,
themeetingwiththebankmanager.What
I have loosely labelled circumstantial
timeisarealpsychologicalphenomenon
and I ani not finding fault with it. I am,
however,  remarking  that  the  more
ordered sense of the rhythm of sabbaths,
sabbaticals  and  Jubilees  is  a  good
organising principle.

The slate was wiped clean after 50
years. All debts were cancelled, slaves
werereleasedandpropertywasretumed
to its original owners. Over a fifty year
period much can happen economically
- debts pile up, people lose their land
and perhaps  even their freedom.  The
clear implication is that at the end of
fifty years, people could start again. As
I read this passage, the Torah was not
againstproperty.Theretumofproperty
to the original family did not apply to
houses in walled cities but did apply to
the  land.  This  was  an  agricultural
community.  The  economic base was
agriculture. This passage is specifically
directed against capital accumulation.

If implemented tbis  would have
guaranteedanegalitariansocietyatleast
every fifty years.

Is that what we want? An egalitarian
society? As the American whter H L
Menken said:  a rich man is one who
earns $ 100 more than his wife's sister's
husband.Thatimpliesthatwevaluenot
equality but having a better relative
position than the next man.

A concern with inequality in society
is firmly tied to inequalities in health.
My working rule is that health status
and, in particular, inequality in health,
is a consequence of the way society is
organised. By looking at how health is
distributed in society, we learn much
about how the benefits  of society are
distributed.

Certainly if we take health as the
arbiter, the consequences of inequality
are plain to see.

•     In Britain people in the lowest
social  class  have  life  expect-
ancy that is nine years less than
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people in the top social class.
•     In the most favoured areas  of

the   USA,   life   expectancy
among white men is 77 years.
It is 57 years among blacks in
Baltimore and Washington DC.

•     This gap of20years inlife ex-

pectancy between the  best-off
whites and the worst-off blacks
is  equivalent to the  difference
between     the     USA     and
Kazakhstan or Bangladesh.

This  is  not  due to  deficiencies  in
medical  care,  nor  to  genes,  nor  to
differences in smoking or life style. It is
because of the inequality in society.  It
startsinthewomb,includesdevelopment
in     childhood,     education,    jobs,
neighbourhoods. We are witnessing the
ravages of an unequal society.

In  seeking to  remedy this  we  can
look at three options. First that everyone
should be  the  same.  There  is  ample
evidence that this is not what we want
as  a  society.  The  second  and  third
represent the difference between John
Rawls  and Amartya  Sen.  For Rawls,
equality implies fair process. If we are
all agreed that the process of allocation
was fair, then the outcome is acceptable.

For  Amartya  Sen  the  focus  on
distribution is insufficient. We need to
consider   equality    of   outcomes.
Followers  of Rawls  are  critical  of an

approach that puts too much emphasis
on outcomes. They are worried that it
leads to a situation of claiming the ends

In Britain people in
the lowest social
class have life ex-

pectancy that is nj,ne
years less than

people in the top
social class.

justify the means. Sen does not take this
hard position but he does argue that we
must consider not just our actions but
their consequences.

He  illustrates this  from the  Indian
religious text, the Bhagavadgita. Arjun,
the  great  warrior hero,  is  talking to
Krishna, his friend who later becomes
a god, on the eve of battle. Aljun is about
to join battle to restore his older brother
to the throne that is rightfully his and
has been usurped by his cousins. He is
unwilling   to    fight   because   the
consequence  of his  greatness  as  a
warrior means that he will kill people
he  knows,  including  his  relatives.

Krishna   says   Arjun   must   fight
independent of his  evaluation of the
consequences.      Do     your     duty
independent of the consequences.

Krishna is widely thought to  have
won this debate. Amartya Sen disagrees.
He calls for a richer understanding of
the consequences of our actions. A 20
year gap in life expectancy is a first sign
that something is not right. But what?

Sen  argues  that  any  reasonable
organisation of society requires equality
of something. It depends on the criterion
for equality. A  libertarian may want
equality of rights. An egalitarian may
want equality of outcomes. Sen would
argue  for  equality  of capabilities.
Equality of control over your life in the
sense of having the opportunity to live
the life you most want to lead.

What the Jubilee teaches us is that
there are limits to inequality that should
not be tolerated in civic  society.  The
Torah suggests that, if we accumulate
more  than  our  fair  allocation  of
productive  capacity,  it  should  be
redistributed  on  a fair basis  after 50
years. Everyone should once again have
a fair chance to lead the life they most
want to lead. It is this that I would like
to see the politicians debating. I

SIR  IVICHAEL  MARMOT  I.s'  Pro/ess'or  a/
Epidemiology  and Public Health and Director
of  the  International  Centre  for  Health  and
Society at University College, London.

Martin Slowe
CHARTERED SURVEYORS

Star House,
Grafton Road,

London NTW5 4BD
Telephone: 020 7267 4291. Fax: 020 7482 4116

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY MANAGERS
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77JgGuardiah
FOE OR FRIEND?
THE EDITOR IN
MANNA'S DOCK

Alan Rusbridger

The a:irardrarL newspaper has a long tradition Of espousing
just causes and Of an unflinching comndtmehi to a liberal

view Of society and the world. Over the last year it has
seemed to many in the Jewish community that this tradition

has given way to adrocaey Of the Palestinian cause and
constant condennation Of Israel. For many Jews this

represents a betrayal - not just Of Israel and the Jewish
community but Of the very f ainess f tor which I:he GNIardi:an
stands. MAINNIAL gathered round a table the editor Of the

Guardian, Alan R:wsbridger ; its poticy editor and columnist,
Jonathan Freedland ; Jewish Chronicle Editor, Ned Temko ;

Jo Wagerman , President Of the Board Of Deputies; and
Rabbi Wiltian Walff , fiormer Fleet Street journdist and

deputy edi,tor OfMANNiA. For nearly two hours the editor Of
MAENAfactlita[ted a discussion. It proved to be so

fascinating that we reprodrce it here in full.

Rabbi                    Ned                       Jo                  Jonathan                Rabbi
I;ony                     Tiemko               Whagerman           Freedland              William

Bayfield

TB: Let us begin -but not, I hope, end
-  with  a  very  painful  issue.   7lfee
Gz/czrdz.cz7!   stands   accused   by   the
majority of the Jewish community of
exemplifying one of the worst examples

4

Walff

ofmediabiasagainstlsraeloverthelast
twelve  months.  Without going  into
minute details of a word here and a word
there, Jo, as the elected leader of the
British Jewish community, would you

like to set the discussion going.
JW: I think it fair to say that Alan and I
had this discussion several months ago.
So, in a sense, we are now sharing this
for the benefit of everyone else. I think
the  Jewish  community  have  been
Ghocz7iJz.cz73  fans,  certainly for many  of
our lifetines, and have always seen 77ze
GG¢cz7iJz.cz73  as  a paper  concerned  with
right  and  wrong,  concerned  with
creating  a just society.  These people
who now say to me, after forty years,
"1'm  leaving  The  Gtlardian"  feel
betrayed, because what they looked to
77!e G!/cz7idz.czJ€ for was a sense ofjustice
and even-handedness.  What I  shared
with  Alan  was  the  view  that  7lfee
G3£cz7ic7z.cz7c, having taken up a particular

politicalstance-apro-Palestinian,anti-
Israel  stance  - would not  print  in
rebuttal  or  argument  views  which
conflicted with that stance. We found it
difficult to believe that there was no
rebuttal being received, though I think
in recent months very few people had
bothered to try. People like Faisal Bodi
and Jemima Khan who are, to the Jewish
community, seriously discredited, were
given column space, while there was no
sense  of listening to the views which
were expressed from the other side.  I
put this in contrast with other quality
dailies such as 77}e re/eg7'i¢pfe which, as
a right-wing paper, tends perhaps to be
more  strongly  supportive  of Israel
anyway. But if I look at Z7!e 7?meg I see
a paper which has been even-handed in
printing views both ways.  So I think
there is a sense of betrayal by a paper
which is traditionally concerned with
justice and listening to both sides and
this time hasn't but has given credit to
people who  don't deserve that credit.
The second thing that concerns me is
the  use  of certain words  which  are
words of blare and which have become
unchallengeable stereotypes : words like
"abuses of human rights", words like
"occupation". These are used, yet it is

not possible to  challenge them on a
factual basis, on an accuracy basis, on a
historicalbasis.Thishelpscreateinthis
countryaclinatewhereargumentisnot
possfole.Peoplewhospendalotoftheir
social and professional lives mixing
with the non-Jewish community are
feelingtheatenedbecauseatthetypical
dimertableorinthetypicaloffice,they
are not allowed to advance a point of
view which is contrary, they are not
allowed to advance an argument about
the war, they are not allowed to give
contraryfactsandiftheyattemptitthey
are  sbouted down because they are
Jewish.Thereisdefinitelyafeelingnow
in the Jewisb community that a level of
anti-Semitism   is    emerging   and
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becoming respectable.
AR:Thefirstpoint1wanttomakeabout
Z7!e GG/a7itJz.c!7!, which not all people are
aware  of,  even  Ge¢czrd!.a!#  readers,  is
there is something important about the
way it is owned and edited which is
different from other papers. There is no
proprietor, there is no  line  set from
above.WhatyougetfromZ7}eG!;czrd!.¢#
is  a  process  of diverse,  pluralist,
difficult,  creative  people  coming
together and producing a newspaper
entirely by free association. I think we
have to untangle what we mean by Z72e
G#ardz.¢#  being  anti-Israel  or pro-
Palestinian, because I am not sure in
what sense you mean Z7!e G!¢andz.cl7} as
distinct from the wide range of people
who produce it. There is certainly no
common anti-Israel line. If you go back
through the history of Z7ie  Gclandz.¢#
over seventy years it has been a very
pro-Israelpaper,famouslysoand1don't
accept now that it is,  in those crude
terms,anti-Israelorpro-Palestinian.But
just hold in mind the way the paper is
edited and owned, because when you
are making these accusations you have
to be clear who you are making the
accusations against.
TB: Who do you feel those accusations
are being made against in the context
o£ The Chandiand
AR: That's for Jo to say, not us.
JW: You asked me, Tony, to give the
view  of  the  community  because,
obviously, I field a lot of the criticism
and I have heard Alan explain before
how 77!e Gc!¢rdz.cz77 is edited and policy
decidedandsoon.Youwereright,Alan,
to say that your Gc!crdz.cz# readers don't
understand that and I  don't actually
think it's relevant. Although in your
editorial    conferences    there    are
individual voices which hold to certain
views  and  they  are  successful  in
persuadingotherstogoalongwiththose
views, there is still an entity called ``7%e
G!/cz7idz.¢7®". You may feel that is not so
but that, I think, is the public perception.
I think it is true of all newspapers. It is
tr\re of the Jewish Chronicle. rThere ±s a.
view presented as and by the "JC" and
I don't think it matters to the Jewish
community how that presentation  is
arrived at. That is a matter for internal
professional concern.
AR:  In the past ten days I think  7lfee
G€!cz7idz.cz7€  has  been  the  most  pluralist
voice in temis of the Middie East and
the attack onAmerica. It published forty
or fifty comment pieces expressing an
extremely  wide  range  of opinions.
There are people who will pick on any
one bit of that coverage saying `you're
anti-American, you're anti-this, you're
anti-that'.  It's terribly easy to do with
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one article, one comment piece or one
issue and then say, "That represents Z7}e
Gztczrd!.¢7! 's position". The difficulty in
rebutting a lot of this is that it's a bucket
of mud heaped over the paper and it's
never clear to me whether the people
who  make  the  accusations  are,  for
instance, regular  Gctczrdz.cz#  readers  or
for how long they've read it. I think if
you're   going  to   make   a   serious
accusation against Z72e Gb¢ardz.a#, which
people have done, to the verge of calling
it  anti-Semitic,  I  think  there  is  an

There is no
proprietor, there is

no line set from
above. What you get
/07% The Guardian

is a process Of
diverse, pluralist,
dif f icult , areative
people coming

together and
prodecing a

newspaper endrely
by free association

obligation  to  really  read  the  paper
seriously and take it as a whole. I think
anybody  who  has  read  the  paper
seriously and committedly over the past
year - reporting, leaders, commentary
by  G#¢7id!.¢7c  writers,  commentary by
guest writers - would have found an
astonishing depth and sophistication of
coverage  - not  always  right,  with
mistakes of fact, with mistakes of tone,
with mistakes of judgment, I accept all
that - no newspaper editor could say
anything different - but if you take the
whole   I   think   we've   shown   an
extraordinary  commitment  to  the
Middle  East  and  to  reflecting  the
complexities of the situation there. What
really distresses me is that I think, as a
result of a concerted effort (you talk
about  argument being  possible  and
encouraging  as  wide  as  possible
discourse  of views)  I think there was
for a period - less so now - a period
during    which,     through    e-mail
campaigns etc., a deliberate attempt was

made to  suppress  voices  within  Zlfee
G!¢czrdz.cz# by this sort of labelling. It got
out. People believed it and I think it is
unfair.
JW: When you and I discussed this
before, you made two comments to me
which I have remembered. One is you
said that, when you became editor of
Z7!e G®/¢rdz.¢7c, there were some people
in the Jewish community who,  so to
speak, summoned you to account and
were extremely rude and very difficult
and tried to lay out the sort of articles
you should carry and said, `you do this'
and `you do that'. I think as a response
to this, Alan, because I recognise this is
an extremely discourteous thing to do
to the editor of a paper, people like me
don't come to you with the evidence of
regular reading. So, in a sense, you are
trying to have your cake and eat it. You
objected very strongly when somebody
did that and now you are saying we're
not doing that.
The other thing that you have said to
me  in the past, which to you was  a
defence of your stance, was that many
of your reporters, both in Israel and
here, are Jews. Therefore you must be
giving a balanced point of view. I don't
accept that.
AR:  I don't think I ever said that - I
quibble with the word "therefore".
TB: Let's bring one of the writers in.
JF: I think first of all Jo's point about
Anglo-Jewry being  Gw¢7idz.a7e  fans  is
right and I think that's partly why both
sides are so hurt by this whole problem.
It means a lot to Z7!e G!f¢7idz.¢# that two
historians from Beth Shalom came and
said, "We've being going through the
archive and you are the only paper in
the thirties that seriously covered what
was happening to the Jews in Germany
and we want to have access to your
archive".  Equally,  CP  Scott was  out
there  publishing  the  Erefz  Jsrcze/
supplement in 1933 , which is also going
to   go   in   that   archive.   It   means
something, that relationship. Secondly,
I think that it's not stressed enough the
effort that is made on 772e G£¢czrdz.cz72 side
to  address  this  criticism.  This  is
probably the third of these kinds  of
meetingsthatI'vebeenatwithAlanand
I'm not sure there are that many Fleet
Street  editors  who  engage  with  the
Jewish community in quite this way. I
have  often wondered,  half jokingly,
whether there  are  that many  ethnic
minorities who could get a dialogue of
this   kind   going   with   a   national
newspaper.   I  can't  see  the  Sikhs
constantly getting hours  and hours of
the time and attention of the editor of a
paper, even if they may have criticisms.

corwhued on next page
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So Z7!e G€to7it7z.cz# takes it very seriously.
TB: Alan was reading my daily e-mails
even when he was on holiday!
JF:  77!e  Gc/cr7idz.cz7€  doesn't take  lightly
readers  of long-standing  saying that
theydon'tfeelitistheirpaperanymore.
There was one case where  somebody
wrote to me and said .`I'm sorry -after
twenty-six years reading 77ze G#cz7it7z.¢72
- Faisal Bodi  [a Muslim joumalist] -
it's just too  much,  I  can't take  it".  I
forwarded the message immediately to
Alan  and Alan,  in the middle  of an
editing day, which I hadn't meant for
bin to do, was sending back and forth
throughout the  day four page-long e-
mails to this reader.  I just don't think
therearemanypapersthatwoulddothat
and it's a mark of hurt on both sides.
772e  G#a7it7z.cz7?  is hurt by the idea that,
out there  in the  community even at
pulpit level, the paper's name is being
blackened. I got a `phone call just after
Rosh Hashanah saying that one Rosh
Hczs%¢7!czfe sermon from a very eminent
rabbi   had   again   been   about   717ze
Gz{czrdz.cz72.     T\hle    take    the     Jewish
community very  seriously.  It means
something to  77ze  G£¢¢7idz.¢#  that there
is this criticism. As for the point about
the structure and the ownership,  as a
writer on the paper I can vouch for it. I
can see why it would look abstract if
you were just reading the paper - why
would you  care?  The  reason why  it
makes a difference is that it's been said
to me by officials from Israel and from
the  community:  "A  decision's  been
taken; there's a plan;  it's a campaign;
it'sapolicy-wecantellthatbyreading
it." I know from sitting in there every
day, there has been no decision, there is
no plan. There are some people actually
who would like there to be a formal
G£¢czrcJz.cz7z  campaign,  but  it's just  not
how  77ie  Gc/czrt7z.cz72  works,  there  isn't
one.  I  have  a view  of Israel.  I  am  a
sympathiser of Israel.  I grew up in a
Zionist   family,   a   Zionist   youth
movement and I am the Policy Editor
of the paper. So if there was a decision
to be anti-Zionist or anti-Israel and pro-
Palestinian,  not  only  would  I  have
known about it but I would have been
party to that decision and there wasn't
and I'm not. There was no such decision
and there isn't one. Instead there is that
oddity which makes  Z7ze  Ga/art7z.¢"  an
object of criticism from so many sides.
What we do is publish and use articles
that  even  Z7ze  G#¢7it7z.cz7t  doesn't  agree
with.  The  Labour  Government  is
constantly on  our case,  saying we've
become  anti-Labour and we're Trots
and we're traitors  because  we  may
publish a view even by a Trotskyite or a
critic. We are getting the same criticism
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now  about  America.  Because  we
published some anti-American views,
which I rebutted in the paper this week,
somepeoplethinkwe'reanti-American.
The truth is we get it about America,
we get it about Northern Ireland, we get
it about Labour and we  get it about
Israel  where,  because  we  publish
counter,  dissenting  views,  people
assume that it's our view.  I know the
Jewish community has extra reason to
feel sensitive (and the point about anti-
Semitism I'm going to get to in a minute
because I think it's desperately serious)
but so many different groups feel this.
It  could  mean  that  7lfee  Gafczrdz.cz73  is

getting it wrong  on every front or it
could mean that it is in the nature of a
pluralisticpaper.Youpublishthingsthat
make people feel really uncomfortable.

Let me now come on to the printing
of rebuttals - Jo said we are not even
printing rebuttals.  If you mean letters
that  have  been  sent,  I  don't  know
enough about that.  I think there have
been   pro-Israel    letters    and    DJ
Schneiweis  is  one  of  our  regular
contributors to the letters columns. But
if there have been letters that have not
been published,  and  I've  also  heard
about people no longer bothering, that's
very wogivg if it is tine.
JW: I no longer bother.
JF:  That's  worrying.  If there  were
letters that were sent and sent and just
neverpublishedthat'saproblemandwe
should talk about it but I somehow don't
think that fits with what I see on the
letters page. But even putting that aside,
it's  absolutely true that we publish  a
range of views. I've been denounced in
horrible, vicious e-mails. When I write
something criticising Sharon, the Jewish
community  is  on  my  case  here  and
abroad telling me I'm anti-Semitic and
that I'm a greater threat to the future of
the  Jewish  people  than  the  suicide
bombers and Hcz772czs. And equally I've
had  it  from  Muslim  and  Palestinian
readers  for  being  too  Zionist.  We
publish a range of views. We often get
heat for being too pro-Israel because
we've    published    yz.srczeJ,    we've
published the settlers ' leader and then a
range of much more main stream but
pro-Zionist  and  pro-current  Israeli
policy views from Amos Oz, who has
become a defender, Linda Grant, a very
robust view calling for an iron wall and
so on. Those views have been published.
As for Jemima Khan and Faisal Bodi -
I  don't think Jemima Khan has  ever
appeared since that one piece and with
Faisal Bodi I think there is ajoumalistic
case for knowing what's inside the mind
of the people who  are sympathetic to
the  z.73£z/czda.  We've  had  a  discussion

intemally about making it clear to the
reader that is why it's there but I think
it is a proper function of a newspaper to
publish such views. We would and did
publish Sin Fein views at the heigbt
of the bombing campaign in the eighties
to  explain what was going  on in the
mind of Sinn Fein.  One thing more.
Take the occupation, and take abuses of
human   rights.   The   problem   the
community has with 77ze Gc!czrdz.cz77 is, I
think,  a problem the community has
with half of Israeli public opinion and
also with the situation itself. I've been
invitedtospecktoroughlytwenty-eight
different meetings  since the  I.73/I/adcz
broke out - mainly to Jewish student
meetings, JSocs. Every single one has
been "Will you  come to  speak at  a
meeting about the media depiction of
the situation in Israel?" Every time I
send a message back saying:  "If you
invite me to speak on the situation in
Israel 1'11 come, but why oh why is this
community   more   anxious   about
newspaperandtelevisioncoveragetham
the actual situation itself?" I say, as a
supporter of Israel, that the Jewish State
is in terrible danger yet people do not
want to talk about that nearly as much
as about the media's depiction of it. For
example,  about  occupation.  It  is  an
occupation and that's partly why half
of Israel and many Jews  around the
world oppose it. You can try and dress
it up in other words but that is what it
is, an occupation.
JW:   You   and   I   have   a   serious
disagreement about that. When I, like
you, go to twenty-eight different places
totalkaboutthesituationinlsrael,Igive
a different point of view from you. My
explanations    and    my    historical
perspective on the use of these words
and my attempt to restore what I see as
balancemeetswithadifferentresponse.
I would absolutely deny that there is a
refusal within the Jewish community to
engage with the reality of 1967. What I
believe is true is that there is a refusal
by all sorts of groups, yes, even some
Jewish groups and certainly others, to
have     any     kind     of    historical
understanding, p olitical understanding,
defence understanding of what those
events were and what their implications
are. They have sinply had labels stuck
on them. So we're in real disagreement
on this.
TB: I just want to check one thing that
you said, Jo. Are you saying that there
isn't an  occupation and there  are no
abuses of human rights - or is this a
semantic debate?
JW:  I believe we  could have a very
lengthy discussion about  `67  and the
occupation.  I  don't think this  is  the
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forum for it. If you want to have that
then I will come with my papers, I will
come  with my facts.  I  haven't come
prepared for that. I am saying that the
view  which  is  presented  about  the
occupation is na.1.ve, simplistic and does
not at all take into account what the
reality  is  on the  ground,  the history
before and the potential after.
JF: We shouldn't get stuck on the word.
All  I  was  trying  to  say  was  that
disagreement exists  and exists within
Israel. I would say probably half would
be on your side and half would be on
my side
JW: Not any more.
JF: No, not in terms of election results

moral necessity - it's a good thing; it's
in the land which belongs to the Jewish
people;  it's  where  their destiny  was
shaped.  That doesn't put us  outside  a
mainstream,  left-of-centre  Zionist
position. So why then, if 772e G#cz7idz.cz#
is publishing a view you would hear in
Israel or at any Jewish kitchen table, is
it then ratcheted up to be something
much more hostile?
NT: There are a number of points to be
made. I want to agree with Jonathan first
of all that there is enormous focus on
the  media treatment  of this  conflict.
There  are  lots  of explanations  but
certainly,   in  this   I.72Zz/¢d¢,   media
coverage is perceived by both sides as

An extra prayer is given at the EI Rahama (Merey) mosque to welcome a suicide
bomber who had Jelled six Isradi civilians in NetcLnya that morning into Heaven.
Khan Yunis, The Gaza Strip.

but, yes, in terms of their understanding
of the situation. What I was trying to
say was  if 773e  G£/czrt7z.cz73  is  `guilty'  of

publishing,  let's  say,  a Yossi  Beilin/
Meretz view of the situation -yes, there
is an occupation and the solution is two
states and we can discuss the borders -
then, all it has done is to publish a left
of centre (in Zionist terms) view.  77!e
G2/czndz.cz# leader [May 2001] that Alan
wrote when he  came back from his
week's visit to Israel, Gaza and the West
Bank made clear we regard Israel not
just as  a practical necessity but as  a
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one of the weapons of the war. I think
we're in an altered state, not so much
because  of  the  written  press  but
certainly  because  of the  broadcast
media.  I think back to the two  iconic
images of the first part of the i.7®fz/czd¢ -
the killing of the twelve-year-old boy
in Gaza and the lynching of the two
Israelis  in Ramallah which,  between
them, more  or less  defined the public
view of what was going on and, to a
certain extent, still define it. That having
been said, I have some sympathy, as a
newspaper editor,  for this notion of

picking over every column inch of any
newspaper covering a story as complex
as  this.  I  speak  as  the  editor  of a
newspaper whose corporate structure is
modelled on the Scott Trust, is almost
identical   and  is  the   only  Jewish
newspaper in the world that doesn't
haNeapraprictor.TheJewishChronicle
has  three  interlocking  boards,  the
principal aim of which is to guarantee
the editorial and financial independence
of the paper. I would also say that we
the    Jews,    and   particularly    our
community here,  do  have  a  long  and
honoured    tradition    of   shooting
messengers.   We   shoot   our   own
messengers; we shoot messengers from
outside the community.  It is  easier to
focus  on what people are  saying than
on what is happening. h that respect,
I'm  loath  to  focus  on  773e  Gctcz7idz.cz7z
because I think there are broader issues
at stake but since that is the way this
meeting has been set up that's what we
are talking about.  1'11 now be  specific
about  772e  G#o7idz.cz7z.  I  don't  have  so
much of a problem as Jo - and I'm a
Gz{a7~dz.cz7€  reader  although  often  an
angry  G#a7idz.cz#  reader  over the  last
twelve months. I don't think I am angry
to  the  same  degree  as  Jo  and  in  a
different way, largely because I think it
unreasonable  for  us  to  expect  of
newspapers    which    are    not   the
Encyclopaedia  Britannica   or  the
Encyclopaedia Judaica, that they cover
the day-to-day tide of human history -
it is unreasonable to expect that every
news story out of Israel should carry a
pocket history of the last fifty years or
longer of this conflict. I think we have
to remember what newspapers are and
what newspapers aren't. My main beef
with 77!e Chacr7idz.¢# is not any particular
story or any particular bit of coverage.
It's about two areas of mind-set, for lack
of a better term. Perhaps because of the
editorialindependenceof77!eG#cr7idz.a7e
and  the   sense   that  there   is   this
intellectual    challenge    to    create
collective policy,  I get a sense  of Z7ze
Ga/cr7itzz.cz7? not so much as  a newspaper
but as a sovereign state, almost world
chancery. It grates, I suppose, because
I was raised in the United States. My
hometown paper was the  Wczsfez.#gro7!
Posf and my formative experience as a
journalist  was  Watergate,  where  I
watched, with wonder and admiration,
as a newspaper held to account one of
the  most popular  Presidents  of this
century  over  an  issue  of right  and
wrong.  The  difference  between  Zlfee
G#czrdz.cz7!    and,    I    think,    British
journalism   as   a   whole   and   the
joumalism I was raised on, hit home

coninued on next page
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Jewish Settler and farmer Andta Theker holds her Isradi foag at Nctzer Hazwi in
Gush Katif in the Gaza Strip.

hardest over the Jonathan Aitken affair,
the coverage of which did Z7}e G€/a!7idz.cz73
immense credit. I feel an affinity with
77!e  G„¢7idz.cz#  in the  sense that it has
the guts and the vocation to take on
difficult  issues  and  I  think  that's
admirable  in  a  newspaper.  But  I
remember, when Aitken was in court,
this headline: ``He lied and he lied and
he lied". It so disturbed me and shocked
me, not because it was factually wrong
but there was  almost  a sense  of the
newspaper becoming part of the story
and a whole different mind-set than I
felt comfortable with. I went back on
the  Wczsfez.#gfo7z  Post  web  site  to  see
what happened when they got Nixon
anditwas`CNixonResigns"-ahundred
and eighty thousand point type albeit -
but  there  seemed  to  me  a  certain
inherent j ounalistic dignity in saying,
even when toppling a President of the
United States,  `we are not part of this
story'. What I find so  difficult is  Z7!e
G#fl!7idz.cz# has become part of the story.
Alan's May leader seemed to me very
much part of that mind-set. It reflected
the need as a Head or Ambassador of
State to go out, take a look and declare
Z7!e Gwczrdz.cz77 's view of this conflict in
a way, I must say, I have never seen to
my recollection  in the  last  fourteen
years  of being a  GG/a7itzz.cz73 reader. You
published a front page  leader saying
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"this  is what this  paper feels  about

Israel" and I found that grating. I also
found, my second `mind-set' area, both
in the leader and underpinning a lot of
the coverage, a lack of context. I am not
referring to a lack of a hundred years
context or fifty years context but a lack
of context  even  in  the  last  twelve
months. Too often you are either getting
the  story wrong because it is  out of
context or there is so little context as to
mislead and it has continued up to this
week  [end of September].  Take the
coverage  of US pressure, which was
huge on both sides, to get a cease- fire
in the Middle East in the wake of the
suicide  attacks  in  New  York  and
Washington. Jo was very offended by a
quote  from  a Foreign  Office  official
calling Sharon a cancer on the region.
That's  difficult  reading  but  if the
ForeignOfficesaidthat1don'thaveany
problem with you printing it. I think a
newspaper has not only a right but a
responsibility to print it as  said.  But
what I did find disturbing was the kind
of instinctive phrasing.  There was  a
phrase that jumped out at me - "there
washugepressure"andthen"especially
onbringingSharontoheel".Therecord
of fact  shows that the  Israeli peace
settlement offer, even under Sharon, has
been on the table for months and the
only thing that has changed visibly is

that Arafat has now said publicly in
Arabic "I'm ordering my troops to stop
unconditionally". It seems to me that,
from  what  we  can  find  out  from
Washington, there was huge pressure on
both sides and I just wonder whether
there is almost an instinct now to say
"especially on bringing this bad guy

Sharon to heel".
TB: Ned has made three points much
more clearly and much more vividly
than I've been struggling to  articulate
over the last couple of months. One -
that the newspaper has become part of
its own coverage. That's certainly what
I was trying to say about some of the
`coi]ment as reportage' from Suzanne

Goldenberg. Two - the not infrequent
lack of context so that it is so much a
snapshot of the present that there is no
acknowledgement   at   all   of   the
antecedents, of the context.  Snapshots
can be misleading. Three - the very
clear judgment that has  been made
about Sharon as distinct from Arafat.
What made me explode last Monday
was a leader about the violence which
was absolutely splendid until the last
sentence which  said -  `and it's  all
Sharon's fault for failing to face up to
the injustice done to the Palestinians'.
All his  fault? That formed a rather
despairing point in a semon I gave at
Hendon Reform Synagogue on second
dry Ras7i Hczs7}a7zch which Jormy has
referredto.Sotherearethreepointsthat
I think are being made: the newspaper
becolning part of its own coverage; the
snapshotwithtotallackofcontext;and
thevilificationofSharonattheexpense
of all of the other villains of the piece.
AR: I think one of the confusions in all
this is that we're talking about the last
year and the last year is the period in
which Sharon has been in charge  of
Israel. I think it would be surprising if
you  really  expect  a  politician  of
Sharon's nature to be  Z7!e  Gc/cz7idz.a#'s
favouritepoliticiananymorethanyou'd
expect  2lfee  Gefcz7idz.cz#  to  be  in  deep
admiration  of the  Bush Presidency
beforelastTuesday[September11th].So
the fact that we are doubtful whether
Sharon  is  running  Israel  in  a  very
sensible way I think is conflated into
being anti-Israel - we're anti-Sharon
therefore we're anti-Israel. The fact that
youcanbeagainstacountry'sdomestic
policyataparticulartimedoesn'tmean
you're against the country. By and large
we agreed with most of the things that
Bill   Clinton   did.   Were   we   pro-
American? I don't know. We don't like
a lot of the stuff Bush has done in terms
of intemational treaties and so forth -
does that make us now anti-American?
I  don't know but I think there  is  a
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problem with a lot of this language. Just
briefly, before I come on to the other
points, we've just seen two prominent
members of the Jewish community in
this country unable to agree even about
the word "occupation". Tony and I had
an e-mail exchange about Gilo -is Gilo
an illegal settlement or a Jewish suburb?
- and I sent Tony two thousand words
onthesubject.Theword"assassination"
is another problematic term. You called
77!e 7?7„es coverage "even-handed". 77!e
rz.meg  Middle  East  correspondent
resigned because  he thought he  was
being censored by his  own editor. All
newspapers   have   problems   with
teminology and we could spend the

It is simply a haman
inpossibility to go
out to a place, no
matter whom you
meet, cnd, avoid

getting in microcosm
the same Jind Of

disagreements ond,
debates we're getting

around this table
whole  day  discussing  words  but  in
practical life, as Ned understands, you
have to get the newspaper out at the end
of the day and somehow the story has
to fit into a column and you have to use
shorthand.  So  there  is  always  a big
problem  over terms  and as  27ze  Z7772es
resignation shows 772e G#a7idz.cz73 is not
unique  in not  solving  this  perfectly.
Now:  the newspaper being part of a
story. Well, the newspaper was part of
the Aitken story. Aitken had sued the
newspaper.  He  called me  a  liar.  He
calledmyreportersliars.Hesaidwehad
made it all up.
NT: So was the Pos'f.
AR: Yes. And I understand what can
happen if you are going in for a robust
investigation. But this was a legal action
against  the  newspaper  where  the
integrity of the newspaper was at the
heart. It was a breath-taking, audacious
attempt to take millions of pounds off
The    Guardian    arLd   destroy   the
reputation  of reporters  dishonestly.
Maybe we were too triumphalist on the
night but there is a difference between
77!e  Gbtcz7idz.cr73 's  coverage of that story
and  the   7yczsfez.72gfo72  Pos'£,  which  I
admire  hugely  as  a  newspaper,  on
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Nixon.Itisotherpeoplewhohavemade
77!e Gc!czrdz.cz73's coverage of Israel part
of the story. There was a period in which
this  was  almost  worldwide.  I  was
getting hundreds of e-mails a day from
people who weren't G#¢7idz.¢# readers,
who'd been sent little snippets and this
got into the blood stream. There were
vile  things  said  about  7%e  Gefcz7idz.cz#,
about Suzanne Goldenberg,  about me
which   were    completely   untrue.
Moderate, non-G"cz7itzz.cz# -reading Jews
or even  G„czrdz.¢#-reading Jews  who
weren't reading it as meticulously as
Tony has done in the last three months,
came to believe some of this and I felt
at that point  as  an  editor there  was
nothing I could do to win. I don't claim
to be a Middle East expert;  no  editor
can be an expert on everything.  I've
never been to China, I'm not a China
expert.   Yet   here   was   this   huge
cor[troversy  going on.  The  Guardian
tries to get things right. It concerned me
that this was going on. It concerned me
that our reporter in the Middle East was
under attack and I thought I would go
to Israel to find out. I took my features
editor, Ian Katz, with me, who's Jewish
- I don't know if that's relevant or not,
probably not.
I  spent  four  or five  days there  and
discussed the issues widely with both
sides,  came back,  discussed the  visit
with Jonny and with other colleagues.
We thought it was important to try to
say where 77!e Ga/cz7idz.cz7? stood because
- again this  confusion:  What  is  2lfee
Gc/cz7idz.a#, is it Jemima Khan and Faisal
Bodi or is it Suzarme Goldenberg? What
do we mean by The Guardian stance? -
I thought it would be helpful to try and
put a flag in the ground.  It wasn't on
the front page, Ned. It was a longer than
average  leader  column.  Was  that
showcasing? Was that grandstanding?
Did I go  as  a statesman?  I know the
Jewz.sfe  Cfero#z.c/e  poured  buckets  of
mud all over me and has done again last
week -`the imperious journey of Alan
Rusbridger,  after all of four days he
became an expert on the subject'. You
can  ridicule  an  editor  for  getting
involved and say he's putting hinself
in  the  story  and  Zlfee  Gwczndz.¢7z  then
becomes terribly  self-importaut,  self-
conscious. But you can also say: Well,
actually, here's an editor who is really
concerned about this criticism and goes
to find out for himself. It's obvious what
I think but I feel I can't win.
On  Sharon:   I  think  we  have  big
problems with Sharon. We don't feel his
general approach is the right way to
bring peace to the region.  We try to
confine that to the leader column.
Lack of context? That very day Ned

cited,  there was  a backgrounder by
Brian Whittaker which said that Arafat
had   committed   ghastly   mistakes
immediatelyaftertheTuesdaybombing
but we also felt the week which began
very badly for Arafat ended very badly
for Sharon. I think the context was there.
The same day we had Yossi Beilin - it
was my idea to get him - and he filed a
piece and we sent it back and said we
want more context.  So I think on that
one day, leaving aside the hundreds of
thousands of words we had previously
published  on this  issue,  I think the
context was there.
NT: Let me pick up your visit to Israel
once more.  I think there is a problem
with any such visit and this is why I go
back to the pro-consular problem. I was
a foreign correspondent in South Africa
for two years during the worst of the
conflict there. I worked in the Middle
East for five years, on both sides of the
border, Beirut for three years, so I know
how  difficult  it  is.  After  five  years
combined in those places  I was  still
leaning things and I was still getting
hate mail from all sides. It is simply a
humanimpossibilitytogoouttoaplace,
no matter whom you meet, and avoid
getting in microcosm the same kind of
disagreementsanddebateswe'regetting
around this table. My problem is with
the notion that; because a newspaper
gets battered by all sides, anyone who's
spent time in the Middle East knows
best.    The    best    way    I    think,
joumalistically and humanly, is to stand
back and give both sides of the story.
As  a  Gwczrdz.¢7!  reader  who  hasn't
cancelled, who gets furious some times
but still thinks it's a wonderfully written
paper  and,  fundamentally,  a  well-
meaning paper, I just think we don't get
both sides often enough and the front
page  story  I  referred  to  is  a  great
example. Both sides self-evidently were
pressuredvery,verydramaticallybythe
Americans, unsuaprisingly. Yet, again I
say  it  must  be  almost  a  matter  of
instinct, you used that one phrase -
"especially bringing  Sharon to  heel".

That isn't both sides of the story! There
is neither context nor balance. But that
having been said, I want to add that, as
an editor, I have immense sympathy. I
read with horror my own paper every
week! No-one gets it right every time.
I'm just saying that I think there is an
issue here and I think it's a matter of
balance. The other thing - Suzame -
she  writes  wonderfully.  But  she's  a
correspondent.  She's not the editor of
the paper. Tony and I got upset at the
same piece about Gilo weeks ago which
was a very moving, well-written piece

cohii:nued on next page
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about Israeli tanks moving in to Beit
Jala.  But it was also almost a parody.
There was no mention of the fact that
there had been gun battles every night
between Gilo and Beit Jala which you
couldlistentoinyourbedinJerusalem.
There was an unsupported reference to
Israeli   troops   hiding   behind   an
orphanage.      Balance.       Context.
Language.
JW:  Jonathan  said  that half Israel
supportshisviewandhalfBritishJewry
supports my view. I would have said he
was right until Barak made that offer at
the end of the Oslo process and Arafat
walked  away  from it.  The  explosion
since then, in my view, has  changed
political opinion in this country and in
Israel so that - here I acknowledge I am
being anecdotal and I'm talking about
all my friends and family in the Peace
Now  Movement,  all  my  left-wing
kibbutznik friends and family in Israel,
all  my very  strict  G#czrdz.¢7€-reading,
middle-of-the-road,  liberal,  western
educated family in Israel who were one
hundred per cent behind Barak, who
absolutelywantaPalestinianState,who
absolutely want justice - even they are
far  more  behind  Sharon  than  was
conceivable  before  the  election.  I
understand about a liberal paper not
feeling sympathetic towards  a right-
wing prime  minister but  what  I'm
challenging you on, Jonathan, is what
people around me and people like me
are saying. If you had told me eighteen
months  ago  I  would be  supporting
someone like Sharon I would have said
you were crazy.  But there has been a
huge political shift, so that the people
who     wrote     that     Peace     Now
advertisement in the t/C last week are
now, from my view of the community
both  here  and  in  Israel,  an  ever-
shrinking minority.
NT: With one proviso. There is still a
hugemajorityinlsraelandlwouldhave
guessed here that recognises that there
is only one solution and the solution is
two   states.   I   think  even   Sharon
recognises that.
JF: That is the point I was maldng. I
fully recognise and accept that political
shift. We've described it in the paper.
What1wassayingwasthatitmeansthat
7lfee  G„cz7idz.a72  opinion,  such  as  it  is
when we voice it, is not somewhere out
there on some other planet of the anti-
Zionist far left.  It is, to be fair, a less
mainstreampositionnowthanitwasbut
it's a legitimate position within what I
would old-fashionedly describe as the
Zionist consensus.  If you were to ask
77Ze  G#a7idz.cz72  for  a  line  it  would  be
more or less Camp David plus or minus.
A legitimate Barak-endorsed position.
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Not something from another planet.  I
think in the  hostility that has  been
generated it is assumed we have some
other way-out position  rather than
actually  one  which  throughout  the
nineties endorsed the Rabin goverrment
and the Peres government. There were
no    complaints    then    about    77!e
Gwczrdz.cz7e 's coverage. The reality is that
we were more in tune then and now we
are less in tune. That's because there is

The big American
papers like to think

that they are
somehow presendng

the impartial,
uINarhished truth

and I think we Jmow
that that is not

possible
now a pro-Sharon consensus and  77!e
Gcfcz7idz.cz# 's not going to be pro-Sharon.
But it doesn't mean we are outside the
Zionist consensus.
TB:   rfee   Gzfczrdz.a7e  has  also  done
something pretty challenging as far as
we Jews are concerned and which a lot
of the Press hasn't done,  which is to
exanine in some detail the Barak/Arafat
negotiations  and to  suggest that the
story is  a lot more  complex than the
Jewish  community  and  the  Israeli
population would like it to be.
AR:  It's more complex than anybody
understood.  The more  distant that we
becomefromCampDavidandthemore
participants and negotiators write their
verdicts, it's plain that this was a very
complicated process that broke down
for all kinds of reasons with blame on
both sides.
NT: As joumalists I am sure we have
alltalkedtonegotiators,bothlsraeliand
Palestinian. The agreement at Tabah is
almost a final peace agreement but it
doesn't  change the  fact that,  in the
twelve months  since then,  there has
been senseless, needless violence.
AR:  Which  I  acknowledged  in the
editorial.
NT:  There  is,  however,  a  genuine
intellectual.disagreement. It is difficult
for me to  see how one  can malce the
argument that the balance of blame is
on Israel's side. Both sides have made

mistakes. When the Israeli offer was on
the table,  all the major issues were
withinpercentagepointsofafinalpeace
agreement. With the last twelve months
violence, I think it is simplistic to say
it's just the Palestinians' fault that we
have gone backwards so far. But to say
`if only  Sharon would  do  X  ,  there

wouldn't be a problem' seems to me to
skirt  the  fundamental  intellectual
difficulty that the Israeli offer at Tabah
was only a few percentage points away
from a just and final peace agreement.
JW: That also depends on your view of
whether, in that agreement, there was
ever an acceptance of the existence of a
Zionist State. One of the reasons for the
shift of opinion in Israel since then,
irrespective  of violence,  is  the  very
strong message now coming out from
all Palestinian quarters that Israel has
no  legitimacy  as  a  State.  Consistent
attempts   to   delegitimise   it  have
hardened  opinion  in  Israel  so  that
lsraeliswon'tgobacktotheBarakoffer.
Israelis do not think that the Palestinians
ever had any intention of accepting a
compromise,  of accepting  a Jewish
State.
JF: First of all they clearly did accept
the  existence  of  a  Zionist  State,
otherwise Ehud Barak and his team
wouldn't have gone as far as they did.
It's  impossible to  imagine that they
would  have  signed  an  anti-Zionist
accord in Tabah. Which brings us back
to  77!e  G"cz7iJz.cz7e.  There  has  been  a
change  of climate.  There  is  a view
which now seems to delegitimise the
whole Israel project. That is why Alan
used the word `1egitimacy' in his leader.
That is why he said Israel is not just a
necessity but a moral necessity. In other
words, we're not just going to accept
some de facto  `We've got to live with
it',  `It's now there',  `We can't wish it
away' position which some on the left
advance about Israel. Explicity, no. It's
a moral entity. It needs to be there. It is
not just coincidental that Israel is there
but this is the land in which the Jewish
people shaped their history. To have a
newspaper  saying that - though it's
tragic that it needs to be said - but to
get a paper speaking to a left which is
growing  in  its  view  that,  actually,
Zionism itself is illegitimate is really
something.  27ze  Gc¢cz7idz.cz7e  is  out  there
saying, hold on a second, not only is
Israel legitimate, it's actually a moral
necessity.
TB: I want now to move us on and set
at least four of you against me! I would
like us to look at what the role of the
media is, what the role of a newspaper
is  in situations like this.  I, probably
because I am a rabbi, have been arguing
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that the media has a responsibility, over
and  above  simply reporting,  to  say
whatever it can to promote a just and
peaceful settlement and to avoid saying
things which give total vindication to
one  side  over the  other,  `Israel right,
Palestinians  wrong'  or  vice  versa,
`Sharon bad, Arafat good', because it

closes ears and hampers the process of
moving forward.
NT:  I  don't think that's  part  of the
media's  responsibility.  I  think  the

Gc!czrdz.¢#  or  any  other  newspaper
printed only things I agree with. Indeed
one of the reasons I read 772e Gc/cz7idz.¢#
is  that  it  sometimes  prints  things  I
disagree  with  and I  think that's  an
honourable vocation for a newspaper.
With conflicts, and I get this writ small
in Jewish community conflicts, I don't
think it's a newspaper's responsibility
to make peace except that I have a na.1.ve
view  that,  if we  tell  the  truth  in
newspapers,  peace  is  more  likely  to

like   the   Camp   David-Palestinian
Agreement, a staged Agreement". And
it does. Whole paragraphs were taken
from Camp David largely because too
many   smart  people   in  too  many
countries  have  been working  on this
conflict for too long for it to be any other
way.  There is no  solution that no-one
has so far thought of and the only sad
thing is that the longer this goes on, the
more  difficult it is  to  implement the
solution we have all had for some time.

Amna El-Sheir tells how Israeli fiorces came to bulldoze their polytwmel market garden and some houses. Raif;ah, Gaza Strip.

responsibility of a newspaper is to tell
its readers what is going on. I think the
further we get away from that primary
role, the worse it is for all concerned. I
am not just getting at 773e G#¢7idz.cz73 but
that'smymainbeefwithpolicy-making
leaders. Actually,  I don't even have a
real problem with offering opinions as
long as opinion is labelled. My problem
with Faisal Bodi is not that he writes in
77}e G€¢a7it7z.cz7c but, too often, unless you
know who he is, you are not fully aware
of where his opinion is coming from. I
think this is true for writers both on the
left and  on the  right and  of lots  of
newspapers. I think a newspaper has a
responsibility to tell what context these
voices are coming from.  Having  said
that,  I  would  be  very  upset  if 7lfee
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come because I think, particularly in the
case of the Middle East, there simply is
neither  a rational  nor  an  irrational
alternative.  I think it is inevitable that
there will be peace between Israel and
the Palestinians. It is further inevitable,
whether it comes after Arafat goes or
after  Sharon goes,  whether  it's  this
leadership or another leadership, that it
willlookverymuchlikethepeaceterms
proposed at Tabah. In the same way, I
had    a    debate    with    the    PLO
representative here  eleven years  ago,
before  Oslo.  He  was  talking  about
"Camp David treachery". I didn't make

it as an ethical point or as a political
point but as a reporter who covered the
Middle East when I said:  "I guarantee
you when peace comes it will look a lot

But  is  it  the  responsibility  of  a
newspaper to make it happen? I don't
think it is and, if we try, I think it makes
it less likely that we will  do  our core
job well, which is telling people what's
going on.
TB:  No responsibility beyond telling
people  what's  going  on  and telling
people the truth? Willy,  do you agree
with that?
WW: The number one responsibility is
to tell people what is going on. This far
outweighs  a  newspaper's  opinion-
forming   role   to   which,   I   think,
newspapers tend to  devote too many
resources  and which they  take  too
seriously. Opinion is formed by the facts
that they present and it is on the news

con,tinued on next page
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sidethatthemaindutyofthenewspaper
lies.  It is  not its job  to promote  any
particular policy because,  if you start
talking about peace, you immediately
get  into   the   terms   of  the   peace
agreement and you therefore begin to
take sides. A newspaper does not have
the resources - it  does need a whole
machinery of diplomacy to  draw up
peace  agreements.  So  the  more  a
newspaperpursuesthatsortoffunction,
the  less  it  can  do  its  number  one
function, which is to present the facts.
TB:  But doesn't that beg the question
that the Truth is known only to God and
any selection of facts,  any account of
what is going on, says something about
where the  individual who  selects the
facts is coming from?
TWW: That is about as big a problem as

you suggest it is. Last week it was very
clear what one had to report and so it is
for most of the time.
JF: It's absolutely right that the editor
of MAI\INA should bring God into the
proceedings -it's about time! The role
of a newspaper is, first of all, to report.
You want reporting on the news pages.
You want the news pages to say what's
going on. The second role is to explain
what's going on and that appears partly
onthenewspagesandpartlyelsewhere.

Finally,  a  newspaper  exists  to  air
discussion about the news and that takes
place on the opinion pages. The opinion
pages   also   house   some   of   this
explanation,  so the explanation floats
between the two.  So when you make
your point  about Truth being  only
known to  God,  I think that is proper
justification  for  pluralism  on  the
opinion pages.  Because  there  are  so
many conflicting truths, truths which
are held dear to the people who hold
them. Because the person who's lived
their whole life in Gaza sees one tnith,
the person who's lived their whole life
in Gilo sees another tmth. And in a way
that's the intellectual underpinning or
thinking we must have and we should
have - a settler on our op ed page and
Edward Said as well, because they are
going  to  say  such  wildly  different
things.  You  reme`mber  the  famous
G"¢7.dz.¢#  ad -  "You  get the  whole
picture" - with the skinhead running and
knocking over the man. It was a TV ad
where the man appeared to be attacked
by a skinhead. In fact the skinhead was
saving his  life.  It depends which way
you look at it.  "Get  77!e G#cz7idz.cz72,  get
the whole picture", that was the slogan.
I think that there you have the reason
why  we  have  pluralism,  because

Jewish Settler Era, a member Of the "Rescue tean" and c[:rmed civilian medical and
emergency unit at Gush Katif in the Gaza Strip
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actually that's the only way you can get
a full sense of what is going on. As for
your direct point - should a newspaper
avoid publishing  something  which
would vindicate one side over the other:
I think that if I were to get hold of an
absolutelyauthenticateddocumentfrom
Yasser Arafat saying,  `Here's our plan
toblowuptheWestemWall',thiswould
absolutely vindicate one side over the
other and would destabilise the region.
But how  could you journalistically
justify not publishing that? And in fact
I would want you to publish that - see
this is the man we have to deal with.
And then equally if there was a Sharon
plan to reinvade the territories people
would all then say,  `How terrible, this
proves what a monster Sharon is' but as
a journalist you couldn't in the end sit
on that.
NT:  Or, more  specifically if a senior
Foreign Office official tells you Sharon
is a cancer on the rmddle East ......
JF:  You've got to publish it because it
reveals   something.   Take   a   less
controversial example on Europe.  77ie
G£!cz7it7z.cz72isbroadlypro-Europeanwith
some reservations and there are one or
two  people  under  The   Guardian
umbreua who think that we should hold
off on those stories which  show the
Commission being bureaucratic  and
corrupt because that feeds the Dczz./y
re/eg7iapfe 's Euro-scepticism. That view
has been trounced inside 27ze Gc/cz7idz.czje,
which says even though we are a pro-
European paper, we'11 call it how it is
and we have to publish things which
unfortunately will vindicate the other
side of the argument and that's why we
often publisb things which counter our
oun line.
TB: I am not sure that is the same thing
as total vindication, one side all good,
the  otber  all bad but  let us  pursue
something you have just said which
sounds  fruitful. You identified three
categories: you identified the category
of reporting;youidentifiedthecategory
of explanation; and you identified the
category of comment and opinion.  Is
there a duty on newspapers not to get
those confused and, in fact, isn't there
aproblemwhencommentmasquerades
as reporting?
AR:  My criticism of papers like the
Twashington  Post  aLnd the  New  York
Tz.772esisthatAmericanjoumalismgrew
up on a Holy Grail of impartiality. The
big American papers like to think that
they  are  somehow  presenting  the
impartial, unvarnished truth and I think
we know that that is not possible. You
hope that  sophisticated readers  of a
newspaper  understand  the  limits,
although a lot of American journalists
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persist in clinging to this  illusion but
total  objectivity is not possible.  I  do
think, however, that it is desirable to aim
for  objectivity  and  try  to  separate
comment  from  reporting.  But  you
shouldn't pretend that it's  completely
achievable. You try all kinds of ways,
ways  that  Jonny  has  mentioned,  of
explaining and allowing people  from
various  sides to  comment and try to
colour in the bits that are missing from
the news reporting. Just to put in a plug
for the way  77!e  Cita!7idz.¢#  does these
things which, again, I think is different.
Ih7hen I became editor I established an
independent mechanism,  a readers'
editor.  I  signed in his  contract that I
couldn't sack him,  I couldn't alter a
word that he wrote.  We publish his
`phone number in the paper every day
and readers appreciate that - there is a
hot line to him and he has a column
every week, which I can't touch.  So I
have tried to  establish some kind of
corrective mechanism which does not
exist on most British papers and which
provides a further, balancing resource.
People who are unhappy about factual
inaccuracies have access to an area of
the paper which I can't interfere with.
JW: What about Tony's third element
that suggests you approach both the
selection process  and  the  comment
process  from the point of view  of a
stance? Obviously whether one agrees
with  that  stance  depends  on  one's
political view and it seems to me that
the whole history of the press, certainly
in this country, is a legitimisation of the
fact that, with a free and independent
press,  providing  you  have  enough
newspapers, it is actually a good thing
for society to have newspapers which
have  an agenda,  which  seek to push
forward a set of opinions. Providing you
have  different papers with different
views, that's good for society. Not that
we should require of papers that they
don't have an agenda.
NT: If I could come back to the divide
between America and Britain. First of
all, Alan is self-evidently right. When
you read the  Wcri5fez./egfo# Pas'f there  is
thatappearanceofobjectivityandinthe
Iven; y07* I?7#es  as well.  Is  it actually
objective? Absolutely not. There is no
such thing. I do think there is something
qualitatively different about American
newspapers  in that this  Holy  Grail
changes  the way joumalists  look at
events.  Indeed, when I was a foreign
correspondent there was a huge divide,
(and I was in war zones) between the
way our British colleagues looked and
wrote     and     American     foreign
correspondents looked and wrote.
TB: What was the difference?
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NT:  I  think  British  correspondents
wrote  as  if they had an opinion and
every news story was a features story.
There was this divide in ourjob thatjust
didn't seem to exist in theirs. It doesn't
meanthattheywerebadcorrespondents
but I think it goes beyond even the
press's acknowledged view of itself.  I
think part of this issue has to do with
how the  country's media and press,
politically and goverrmentally, are seen.
It's only recently - in the last decade -
for instance that there has been a serious
debate here in Britain about freedom of
information.  There  still  isn't  a  first
amendment. I don't mean to say, ergo
American newspapers  are great and
British newspapers aren't but I do think
that   there   is   still   this   residual
supposition that people in power in this
country know what is  good  for the
people  whom  they  rule.  There  is
something inherent in America's view
of itself, na.1.ve though that may be, that
newspapers are ombudspeople if you
will. The whole role  of the press  and
the self image of the press here is very
different and I see it over and over again
in the headlines on the front page of all
our papers  that British newspapers
historically grew up  with  a political
identity.
WW: That is an important point that

Ned has made and also that Jo has made
about  stance.  77!e  G!fczrtzz.cz72,  from  CP
Scott to Alistair Hetherington,  was
liberal in the nineteenth century John
Stuart Mill tradition. Peter Preston took
it on to the modem political left. The
one thing that unites both the old liberal
and the modem left is concern for the
underdog. Well, the underdog in the
Middle  East  changed  in  1967  from
Israel to the Palestinians and it seems
to  me  7lfee  Ge/cz7iJz.a72  does  ultimately
reflect that. About the issue of stance,
it  seems  to  me  the  less  stance  a
newspaperhasandthelessspaceitgives
to  comment,  the  more  it  is  able  to
concentrate  on  facts.  I  think  the
Fz.#cz7ecz.cz/ 7?"es  is  an example  of that
and you  do  get a very unemotional
presentation. The facts and the events
make the tone. One of the criticisms that
Stephen Glover, a commentator on the
press,  makes  against  the  F!.7eczjecz.a/
7?meg is that there has been too little
stance, too little opinion and there are
only two pages - the editorial page and
oneother-devotedtocomment.Ireject
thatcriticism.TheFrfulfilstheprimary
function of reporting events.
JW: Could I go back to the reporting of
the Middle East and say that one of the
concemsisabouthowreportersgettheir

continued on next page
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facts and a concern that the Palestinian
side in this conflict runs a very tightly
controlledmachine.Wehadanexample
this week of the attempt to suppress the
Palestinians ' celebrations at the World
Trade  Centre bombing and the  same
business  about  the  lynching  of the
Israeli soldiers and the attempt to stop
it.  But apat from being occasionally
heavy-handed, it seems to me that the
Palestinians in this conflict have been
immensely skilled at the contacts that
they have built up with the press all over
the  world.  Ned,  you  spoke  about
archetypal pictures  in your mind and
indeed I recognise the truth in what you
say. I have another picture in my mind,
that was sent to me from France, of one
of the  stone throwers - a David and
Goliath image.  In fact,  it is  a picture
taken from behind the stone thrower and
it's a picture of the twenty cameras lined
up in front of him. The message that I
frequently  get  from  Israel  is  how
incidents are set up, how somebody will
say to the press  `if you come to  such
and such a place,  such and such will
happen'.  I think Israel has been very
poor    at    establishing    a    proper
relationship with the press. There is a
kind  of instinctive  security reaction.
Very often in Israel, the foreign press

are viewed as  an enemy anyway and
there is a feeling, too, about reporters
that they go to a  `phone number they
know,  where tbey get a  sound bite,
where somebody is always available to
give them what they want. This reflects
not the desire that we've spoken about
to find out the truth but to take at face
value what's said to you, what's easy,
whatmakesgoodnews,whatfitsinwith
preconceived positions.
AR: I think that's very interesting in 77ie
Gffczrdz.cz# context. From where I sit in
London I would say my contacts with
Palestinians  and  Israelis  or  Jewish
people who want to influence Gc;cz7idz.¢7e
opinion,  are about twenty-five to one,
Israelis  to  Palestinians.  I've met one
Palestinian in London.
JW: Perhaps they don't feel the need.
Sony. Unfair corrment!
AR:  In  terms  of finding  out  facts,
whatever  you  say  about  Suzanne
Goldenberg,  anybody who's watched
her - and I've watched her;  last week
the  non-executive  director  of  Zlfee
Gcfcz7itJz.&73  media  group  went  out  and
spent a week with her, Ewan MacAskill
who  is  a highly respected diplomatic
editor - the one thing they all say is that
she has extraordinary energy. She's out
there every day. I don't think you will

Refugeeswhosehouseswerebulldozedbythelsraelisecurityfiorcesnowliveintends.
Khan Yunis, the Gaza Strip.
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find many  correspondents  who  are
constantly on the road, up and down the
West Bank, in Gaza. She honestly does
go out and find the facts for herself and
works extraordinary hours and takes no
hand-outs from anybody.
TB: Do you think.it's possible, Alan, in
the  light  of the  last  ten  minutes'
discussion, that occasionally, precisely
because of her energy and commitment
and what that produces, her coverage,
because ofwhere it appears and how it's
presented, looks like reporting and is
rightlypositionedlargelyonareporting
page,  contains  elements  not just  of
reporting but of opinion and comment
whichactuallybelongmorelegitimately
on a comment and opinion page?
AR: As I said at the beginning, I don't
think any editor in Britain could say
their coverage is flawless. I think we've
mademistakesandI'mhappytodiscuss
the mistakes. I think it's fair to say of
Suzame that sometimes things have
slipped in that shouldn't have slipped
in.  But if you tbink of this woman
worfug six or seven days a week, often
sixteen/eighteen hours  a  day,  filing
hundreds of thousands  of words  last

#p=o[b£°i¥=g:eb£%Et=:a¥°inuwanhiqc£
sbe's  slipped - yes I think what you
suggest somedmes! happens but the one
criticism you can't niake of her is that
she's not out riere finding  out for
herself. Then again there is the nature
of the story she has been reporting in
the past year. By and large, we know
thecasualtyfiguresareoverwhelmingly
Palestinian. Most of the violence has
been happening in Palestinian areas.
Not all. There have been horrific acts
of violence within Jerusalem and Tel
Aviv and she's there too when that
happens. The last bombing happened
right outside her flat and she was there
before the police and the ambulances
and sbe reported that. But a lot of it is
happening in Palestinian areas and the
weight of the violence and the weight
of the casualties has overwhelmingly
been on the Palestinian side. That again
mayleadtothepercaptionthatbecause
she's reporting that, that there  is  a
disproporionate emphasis on that. But
the figures apeak for themselves.
TB: For the last few minutes I would
liketofocusononefinalquestionwhich
you've really led us to, Alan - the role
oftheJewishcommunityinthiscountry
in relationship to the whole situation.
Jo,  do  you  think  that  the  Jewish
community has  a role  as  a  Jewish
communityandifso,whatdoyouthink
that role is?
JW:  I think tbat is  a very difficult
question, Tory, I really do. I think the
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first answer must be `yes' because it is
no more possible for us to cut ourselves
off from Israel than it is possible for us
to  cut out our own hearts.  I  can't be
cool-headed about it, for all the reasons
Jonathan gave at the beginning about
our origins, our beliefs, our air to be a
lighttothenations,ourworkingtowards
what we see as a just and moral society
and our hopes for Israel in that sense. It
took the Kings  of Israel  six hundred
years  and maybe  it  will  take  us  six
hundred years, I don't know. We have
an emotional, intellectual and spiritual
tie.   We   have   children,   we   have
grandchildren, we have brothers, sisters,
aunts, uncles, friends who live there. I
am not alone, therefore,  in not being
cool  and  objective  about  it  and  I
recognise that. So when you are talking

Do we horve as
strong a moral
responsibthty to

point out if we feel
that the Jewish State

is violating the
rights Of others?

about army actions, I'm thinking about
my son-in-law sitting out there in the
Judean desert in the middle of the night.
I don't think we could divorce ourselves
from that at all. We have  all of those
ties. A second aspect of my response
says Israel is a democratic state. I know
it's a clich6 that people keep repeating
but let us keep repeating it when we are
talking about human rights and other
things. This is the only democratic state
in the Middle East. This is the only state
where a supreme court will mle against
the government. It is a state which elects
agoverrmentwhichwemayormaynot
approve of. We may not approve all of
their policies. We may think there are
weaknesses - all sorts of things which
make  Israel  flawed.  There  is  an
argument, however, which says we have
no right to comlnent since we are not
Israeli citizens, we are not living there,
we are not voting, we are not making
those  choices,  we  are  not  putting
ourselves on the front line. We have no
right to tell Israel what to do. So those
are two conflicting views, it is our affair
and it isn't.
TB:  Do we have the right to tell the
editor of 77ze Gafcz7itJz.a# what we think
he ought to say?
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JW: The editor of 7%e Gc/cz7idz.¢# is the
editor of a British newspaper and we
are members of British society. It may
be, Jonathan, with due deference, that
actually the Jewish community does not
get terribly wound up about Europe -
though I think we probably ought to get
morewoundupthanwedo.Butwehave
the deep sense that if there is a civil war
in  Ethiopia  and  there  are  Ethiopian
Jews, if there is a civil war in Chechnya,
and there are Jews there, we have that
sense of family which makes us want
to help. I also think we have - and this
I  suppose is really the thing that I've
been arguing with Alan about and on
which he and I don't agree all the time
- that absolutely basic Jewish sense of

justice and fairness  and right. Yes,  of
course,  we recognise there  are things
verywronginthetreatmentoftheArabs
and they have got to be put right. Some
of them are big wrongs but a lot of them
are not quite so big. Being unfair about
sewage and water is not the same as the
kind of abuses of human rights that we
get charged with.  So I think, yes,  we
have a role which is basically to support
the legitimacy and existence of a Jewish
State and to say that anything which
threatens the existence and safety of that
State, we have a right to have a voice
in.  I wouldn't put it further than that .
other than to say we are British citizens
who will support Alan or quarrel with
Alan over the way Israel is portrayed.
TB:  Do  we  have  as  strong  a moral
responsibility to point out if we feel that
the Jewish State is violating the rights
of others?
JW: I think we do that. But I say again
that the current picture of mass abuse
of  human   rights   is   enormously
exaggerated. Particularly because what
everybody here says is seen completely
out of context.  I think the difference
between the David and Goliath view of
the  situation  and the  view that tbe
Jewish community holds is that we see
this present situation as  an existential
battle for the State whilst others simply
do not see this and dismiss the threat.
We do see the existence of the State as
beingthreatened.Itisexemplifiedinthe
current fashion of attempting to deny
the existence of King David, attempting
to  say  there  never  was  a  Temple,
attempting to deny that there ever was
a Solomon. There is a kind of spiritual
and historical attempt to delegitimse the
connection of the Jews with the land of
Israel combined with what may well be
a military attempt by a very powerful
Arab  world.  At  that  point  you  are
obliged to go in and sustain Israel right
or wrong.  But on all the other points
over the past twenty years, absolutely

not.
TB:  Can I  ask Ned to respond to the
same question.
NT:  It  is  more  difficult  for me  to
respond than Jo. Jo is the head of the
closest thing we have to an elected body
in this community and I'm a newspaper
editor.  My comments would be more
oblique. First of all it seems to me the
realityisJewsinthiscountryandindeed
anywhere  in the world are  inevitably
more interested in what goes on in Israel
than they would be in what goes on in
most other countries in the world. Do
Jews have a right, despite the fact that
theydon'tserveinthearmyorpaytaxes
in Israel, to voice opinions  on Israel?
Absolutely - and I would be depressed
if they didn't.  I know there has been
historically  a  view  that  Jews  really
shouldn't  talk  about  these  things,
shouldn't disagree, shouldn't raise their
voices when they see X orY happening
with which they disagree. I passionately
think that's wrong.  I would worry if
Jews had opinions about everything in
the world except Israel. If we want to
change the goverrment, we have to go
and live there, vote and pay taxes. But
not  doing  so  doesn't mean that we
shouldn't have opinions. Which brings
me to my final point. I would caution
any of us about generalising about the
Jewish community. Part of the message
of   this    debate    and    Jonathan's
conversation with Jo is that there is a
huge range of opinions that individual
Jews  may  have.  I  would  dare  to
speculate  that  Jo  and Harold  Pinter
rarely have dirmer together.
JW: True.
NT:Andprobablyifyoudiditwouldn't
be  a lovely meal.  But I think that's  a
reminder that there are all sorts of Jews,
all sorts of British Jews. There are all
sorts  of Jews  all over the world.  So I
think it is difficult to generalise.
TB:  Willy, just building on that.  We
have not only a right but a duty to voice
our opinions and get involved. Do you
think we get our tactics right? Do we
fulfil our mission?
WW:   I  am  not  sure  we  have   a
"mission". I would go further than Ned

in saying that the Jewish community in
this country, with due respect to Jo and
with respect to anyone living in North-
west London,  is not monolithic.  We
don't all have relatives,  children  or
grandchildren living in Israel. What to
me  is  significant -  serving  a  South
London and not a North-West London
community-isthat1havenotpreached
one  sermon on the  z.##/adcz  since last
autumn and I have not had one request
to do so. Whereas I was repeatedly told

coiulnued on next page
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that if I did not mention the New York
eve;ITts, ray se;rrrron on Rash Hashanch
morning would not be worth listening
to. And  of course,  for once,  once  in
nearly twenty years, I had written that
sermon  in  advance  so  on  Monday
afternoon I had to sit down and rewhte
the whole thing. But it has never been
so on any event in Israel. The other point
is  that  we  must  not  overrate  the
importance of the Jewish community in
this country, or indeed the importance
of this country. As a community we have
no clout in this matter. We have neither
thenunbersnorindeeddowemakeany
financial  contribution to  Israel that is
bigenoughtogiveusarighttobeheard.
JW: We do.
WW: Not compared to the Americans,
not compared to the French. And this
country as a whole no longer has any
clout; it is no longer a world power. By
staying  out  of the  Euro,  rightly  or
wrongly,  we  have  become  a  fringe
power in Europe,  on the  fringes  of
intemationalpoliticsandhowevermuch
our  Prime  Minister  may  be  flying
around the world at this moment, we
have ultimately no clout.
JF:  I agree with a lot of what Jo was
saying. I take exactly those sentiments
in  what  I  consider  to  be  the  same
directionbutendupinadifferentplace.
Sense of kinship with Israel, absolutely
right. The sense that we want to help -
absolutely true. What I then do with that
-  I  try  in  my  column  in  the  JC,
sometimes in 77!e Gc¢cz7itJz.cz73 but also in
talking to all those JSocs. is to offer, for
what it is worth, my thoughts and the
thoughts of others about where Israel is
going wrong, where it should go, etc.
That to me is our contribution. It's like
the four sons at Passover - the wicked
son is saying `What are you doing?' and
the wise son says `What are we doing?'
and the only difference is between we
and you.  The question is actually the
same  question.  I  feel that I  can  say
things which can sound hostile because
they are `we' comments. Because they
are  from within the family, they are
questions  framed  out  of care  and
support. We are the only democratic
state - exactly.  That's why I  am  so
passionate about this subject because I
feel that fact is imperilled by, to avoid
the "o" word, the Jewish presence in
lands which are neither formerly part
of the State -they're not annexed -nor
are they foreign countries. I just think
the Israeli presence undermines Israel's
status as a democratic state. It's not just
for the Palestinians' sake I want them
to have a state, it's for our sake, because
of what  it's  doing  to  our  country.
Similarlythepointaboutthearmy.Even
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if you didn't mind what was happening
to the Palestinians on the receiving end,
what does it do to your son-in-law that
he has to spend his life as a guard, or
whatever he is? So I think you can be a
strong and passionate Zionist and the
more passionate  a Zionist,  the  more
passionate a Jew, the more you would
end up to my mind in the left of centre
peace position.  It's not from without,
it's from within. Do we have a right?
Of course we have a right. Probably it's
true that Britain and British Jewry carry
less clout but when we speak about this
we  speak as members  of the Jewish
people.    What    Sharon    and    the
goverrment and what Israel do is not
sustainable  if they  do  not have the
support of the Jewish world. They act
in the name of the Jewish people. It is
the Jewish State. It isn't just the State
of Israel.
WW: I'm not sure of that. I think they
act in the name of the State of Israel,
not in the name of the Jewish people.
JW:  I  certainly  think  we  delude
ourselves if we do not realise that what
happens to the State of Israel in the next
ten or twenty years will enomously
affect    all    Jewish    communities
worldwide.
JF: There is a sense in which we as the
Jewishpeoplehavetoberesponsiblefor
what is done in our name. It is the Jewish
State and we need to speak out about
those things. We absolutely have that
right and place. Do we then have the
right  to   lobby  the  editor  of  2lfee
G!¢cz7idz.crj3? Absolutely.  Because  we're
British citizens as well. And that leads
me to the last point I want to make.
Those  British  Jews  who  believe  in
justice and equality and want Israel to
be once again a light to the nations and
to be a safe democratic  state should
recognise that, instead of antagonism
they have, I believe, a partner in a paper
like 7%e G#c!rdz.cr7!, which is historically
a force for justice and equality around
the world. I want to add this. We would
have slagged off Alan hugely if he had
never gone to Israel, if he had written a
whole  editorial  and had never been
there. That would have been the obvious
line - he's never even been there and
he's written this thing - what does he
know? Most of his time there was spent
speaking  with  Israelis,  left,  right,
religious,  Likud, Labour. We have a
parfuer in The Guardian, we Jews who
care  about Israel,  and  it's  a Jewish
responsibility to care about Israel and
to find allies and here is one. I see the
potential for this being a very fruitful
relationship.  We  haven't  even  said
explicitlythatTonyandAlanhavebeen
in direct e-mail correspondence daily

for the last ten weeks. That is to me a
model of how this relationship should
work. hstead of antagonism, hostility
and suspicion,  dialogue  like this  and
working together for what I think is a
shared goal is actually a humane and
safe future for the Jewish State.
TB: I think, Alan, that you should have
the last word. I want to acknowledge
that I do think it's amazing that you, as
a  Fleet  Street  or rather Farringdon
editor, should have given so much time
both now and over a long period to
listening to the Jewish community.  I
think  we  should  acknowledge  the
amount of resource that Z%e Gbf¢7idz.¢73

puts into its riddle East coverage and
the extent ofthat coverage. I think some
important points have been made about
balance  and context.  I think  some
inportant things have been said about
not blurring the distinction between
reporting,          explaining          and
commentating.Andaboutthedifference
between the British  and American
approaches to joumalism.  But I also
think that a charge of being anti-Israel
sinply cannot be sustained. Yet you,
Alan, have taken some very personal
stick.Iwanttoaskyou,finally,whether
you think the JewisL community - you
canbehonest-isapaininthebackside,
is playing its hand VIongly in terms of
Jo's clearly enunciated objectives or is
this  dialogue, in fact,  fruitful  and
productive?
AR: Two prior points. One is about the
diveasftyoftheJewishcommunity.You
won'tbesulprisedtohearthatthereare
lots of Jewish people I meet in Britain
of a wide range of views who ring me
xp and whe to me and say `Thank you
for  The  Guardian. "Te thiirk your
covernge is exemplary". I think there is
a great diffuseness and plurality of
views within the Jewish community in
Briainseconditismydrtyasaneditor
to stand back and report the whole of
the Mddle East notjust Israel and not
just Israel's point of view. Some of that
will be imcomfortable to Jews  and
Israelis   but   there   is    a   wider
reapousil]ility as the editor. We must
never forget that we are reporting a
cormtry with ftro peoples and I think
there is a drty there which isn't always
imderstoodandleflectedinthecriticism
ofthepapenOfcourseBritishJewshave
the right like an]foody else to try and
influence an editor and a  dialogue.
Personally I frod it counter-productive
and sterile to be told that Z%e Gc!cz7itJz.cz7z
is anti-Israel, that we're biased, that
we're anti-Semitic - all this stuff that's
been thrown at us. I don't recognise it.
I don't befieve it and therefore it has no
impact on me. Ijust discount it. I can't
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tell you how relieved I was, Jo, when
you  first  came  in  and  we  had  our
discussion, whatever our disagreements
were.    That    hour,    to    me,    was
tremendously important in terms  of
rational engagement, calm engagement.
Similarly with Tony.  I heard second-
hand  that  Tony  had  slagged   Zlfee
G#ardz.cr7! off from the pulpit and I was
intrigued  to  know  why  and  I  said:

What's all this about? Do you want to
come and talk about it? And for more
than two months  and every moming
hideously early - I don't know what
timeyougetup,Tony-ane-mailwould
arrive saying this, this and this and in
the  process  you  gave  me  a  very
reasonable and reasoned critique of the
paper, much of which I agree with. That
to me is a model of engagement and has

much more  impact than yet another
lunchattheAnglo-IsraelAssociationor
a  thousand  e-mails.  Yes,   I  think
engagement is good. Of course British
Jews in general want their say and I've
got no problem with that. What to me
is a huge relief is that I feel recently
it's gone on to a different plane,  it's
much more constructive, much more
nuanced  and ultimately much more
productive..

Jewish settler and fish breeder, Jacob Beruto, 53 years old, in the Synagogue in Gush Katif in the Gaza Strip.
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ivlRIrwlA
ESSAY

END THE
OCCUPATION

David Forman

TImRE IS A STORY MAKING
the rounds in diplomatic circles
astowhathappenedwhenprime

Minister Tony Blair visited Israel's
Prime Minister, Ariel  Sharon,  and
Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser
Arafat. At one point in the discussion,
Mr.  Blair,  in a peak of frustration,
blurted out to both Sharon and Arafat:
"I can't understand you Jews and you

Muslins. Why can't you lean to live
in peace like good Christians?"

Northern Ireland aside, part of the
answer to that question is perhaps best
formulatedwithaquestion,forithasto
do  with  a  matter  of Jewish  self-
definition. The question on the Jewish
agenda  today,  one  that  we  must
continually ask ourselves, is: "What is
a Jew," and collaterally, "How should a
Jew behave?"

It should be clear that, on this issue,
we, not others,  are the people most
competent to answer questions of this
kind. As Jews, we are the ones who are
bestable,oroughttobe,toexplainwhat
we are and how we act. We, as Jews,
would not want to allow someone who
is  not  Jewish  to  judge  us  in  the
perspective  of  the  Jewish  moral
heritage.

It was that great Jewish theologian,
Woody Allen, who once said: "I have
only one regret in life - that I am not
someone else!" Thankfully, we Jews are
who we are and it is our understanding
of Jewish moral standards that must
guide us as a people. I am proud that
questions  of moral behaviour  are
continuallyaddressedinlsrael,notonly
by groups such as Rabbis for Human
Rights but also  within the highest
echelons of the political and military
establishment.  I  only wish that  a
corresponding  "Imams  for Human
Nights" or a Palestinian "Peace Now"
organisation would rise up. While one
must give credit to the work of the
Palestinian Human Rights Monitoring
Group, its director, Bassam Bid, has
been arrested a number of times by the
Palestinian Authority, because of his
exposure of human rights violations
perpetrated by the Authority against its
own people. Ironically, it was Israeli
human rights groups that protested
against  his  arrest  and  secured his
freedom.

However,  there  are  legitimate
reasonsforJews,particularlyrabbislike
the one hundred Israeli rabbis from all
branches in Judaism who are members
of Rabbis for Human Rights, to feel
obfigated to struggle with the question
of our own moral behaviour and not to
feel equally able to deal with questions
of how Arabs do or do not behave or
act in tens of their own moral code of
conductandfaith.Althouch,admittedly,
that is more difficult, in light of the
September  llth assault on the Uhited
States. Yet, while we cannot guarantee
the moral standards of others, we must
be steadfast in maintaining our own
moral integrity.

Letitbenotedthatquestionshaving
to do with acceptable moral behaviour
forJewsinlsraelareofanultimatekind.
They touch on the very fundamental
issues of our lives. These questions are
ofsuchultinacythat,forus,whathangs
in the balance is the very idea of a
Jewish state. Man:y of us feel obliged to
ask  ourselves,  how  long  will  we
continue to consider the state of Israel
aJewishstate?hsayingthis,wedonot
mean to imply that we agree with those
Orthodox Jews who  claim that the
Jewish state cannot remain both Jewish
and democratic; that we must choose
between these two options. While most
of the Arab world makes no distinction
between   religion   and   state   and
democracy plays virtually no role in its
body-politic, the opposite must be the
case for Israel.  There must not be a
contradiction between democracy and
religion.   The   Jewish   state   can
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legitimately call itself Jewish only so
long as it is Jewish and democratic and
humane. To put it more dramatically,
once we Jews blot out the ethical and
moralcodethatbothdefinesandguides
us as a people, we will cease being able
to call ourselves Jews.

What is a Jew? Surely, in matters of
moral and ethical behaviour, we know
that a Jew is one who is cognisant of
the sacredness oflife and the obligation
to strive to protect it. In this regard, a
Jew defines him- or herself through
social acts of human affirmation and
holiness.   Our  proud  tradition  of
/z'edefacz%,  charitable  deeds,  originates•from this concept. We understand our

moral responsibility for the "poor, the
widow and the oppressed," because of
our larger sense of the sacred quality of
life.  And this,  most  emphatically,
includes`thestrangerinourmidst."The
biblical text is exacting: "The strangers
wholivewithyouintheland,youmust
not oppress them. The stranger who
lives with you shall be like a citizen,
and you shall love him as you love
yourself." (£evz.Zz.c#Lr 19:33-34) In short,
we are to behave toward the stranger as
we would have him behave toward us.
(TczJ7#c{dsfecrbz7¢f31a)hfact,therabbis
teachusnottojudgeapersonuntil`twe
stand  in  his  place"  .(Ezfez.cts  o/ zfee
Fathers 2;.5)

Obviously, the relevance of these
principles to lsrael's present social and
pofiticalrealityareprofound.Thecynic
willsaythat,intherealworldofsuicide
bombers, it is not morality that counts
but power. But in response, should not
one  say that the unrestrained use  of
power will inevitably lead to anarchy
or totalitarianism? And, is this not in
fact the reason that Jews established for
themselves moral and ethical standards
of conduct?

And     here,      no-one      should
underestimate the challenges that we
Jewsinlsraelface.DuringtheLebanon
War,  which  ostensibly was  waged
because of the attempted assassination
of the Israeli ambassador to Britain,
ShlomoArgov,whowasleftparalysed,
as1preparedtocrossoverintoLebanon,
our commanding officer waned us:
"You are to keep your tank windows
open,putonyourhelmetandflakjacket
andkeepyourM-16riflesonautomatic.
You will see banana fields with elderly
women tending them. Behind each one
will be a PLO operative preparing to
hurl  self-propelled grenades  at your
tank. You are to  shoot first and ask
questions later!"

I micht add that not one of us fired a
singleshotforfearofkillinganinnocent
civilian,,this despite the fact that two of
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our tanks  were hit. And,  please be
advised,  without  excusing  Israeli
excesses,  we  are  confronted with a
grizzly reality.  Rabbis  for Human
Rishtshasintimatecontactswithpeople
in Beit Jala, who tell us and are afraid
to  tell  their  compatriots,  that the
Palestinian Tanzim take up positions in
churches, schools, medical clinics and
homes  and  fire  upon  Israelis.  In
protesting  against  a  demol.ition by
IsraeliauthoritiesofaPalestinianhome,
I witnessed the  same phenomenon I
encountered in Lebanon - Palestinian
gunmen  firing  at I.sraeli  soldiers,
1iterallyusingyoungchildrenashuman
shields. None  of this  excuses Israeli
excesses but this does joint t'o the life
and death choices that both Israelis and
Palestinians face.

Yet having said this, the Talmudic
text suggesting that, for the sake of a
life,  a Jew is  permitted to  slay  an
assailant who seeks to kill bin (TczJ#3#d
8 'r¢chof 58a) is, in a very substantial
way, qualified. This readily appHes to
the above dilemma. This text, which is
quoted widely today by some circles in
Israel as  a means to justify a harsh
responsetothePalestinianuprising,has
been subjected to great scrutiny. And it
is   the   great   mediaeval   Jewish
philosopher, Moses Maimonides, who
makes it plain that killing another in
self-defenceisanactionthatisjustified
only when the threat to one's own life
is imminent. Only then is one actually
permitted to kin an assailant. h fact, if
suchjustificationcannotbeproven,then
thepresumedvictimcanhim-orherself
be held on charges of a capital offence.
Simplyput-self-defenceisanecessity,
not a value.

The   bounds   of  Jewish  moral
responsibility are even more clearly
delineated.  The  Talmud  tells  us:
"Whosoeverhasthecapacitytoprevent

hishouseholdfromcolnmittingacrime,
and does not, he is accountable for the
sins of the entire household; if for his
fellowcitizeus,heisaccountableforthe
sins of his fellow citizens; if the whole
world, he is accountable for the sins of
the whole world."  (S:7}czbz)o£ 54b)  To
insertapersonalnote,itispartlyforthis
reason that I am active in Rabbis for
HumanRIchts-sothatyearsfromnow,
when my children ask me: "What did
you do, Dad?" I will be able to answer:"I was accountable. I tried to change
things."

Yes,  we  Jews  acknowledge  the
world's application of double standards
when discussing  Israel.  The recent
hijackingbymostoftheArabcountries
of the United Nations Conference on
Racism in Durban, South Affica, was a

despicableexanpleofwhatcanonlybe
considered as anti-Semitism.  One just
needs to  view any number of BBC
reports  of life inside many Muslim
countries to see what racism is all about.
Certainly Israel would never be chosen
as a venue for the Olympic games, nor
would it be elected to the UN Security
Council. Yet Chia and Syria,  despite
their dismal human rights record, were
respectivelygrantedsuchloftyhonours.

There is a.serf-selection process that
often takes place  in judging Israel.
Growing up in the United States in the
fifties  and sixties, my America was
characterised by a "Red Scare" that
unleashed   Mccarthyism   and   its
resultant  execution  of two  alleged
second-rate spies,  a policy of brutal
discrimination    against   African-
Americans,  an  aggressive  war  in
Southeast Asia and one political and
racial assassination after another. It was
notuntil1964thatacivilrightsbillwas
passed and not until 1965 that a voting
rights  bill  was  enacted,  granting
African-Americans  a. semblance  of
equality that seemed to matter little in
the past presidential election, as these
samepeopleweredisenfianchisedinthe
Florida vote.

By comparison, Israel looks like a
paragon of virtue. While CI`IN bans
uncensoredinterviewswiththeTaliban,
AIQueidaandosamabinLaden,Israel
sees Arab members of its Parliament call
for terror and violence against Israel
from the capital of Syria, with which
Israel is still in a state of war. With the
exception of Nazi war criinals, there
is no  capital punishment. While one
might argue that Israel's policy of
targeted assassinations is equivalent to
capital punishment, one need ask him-
or berself if a not dissinilar policy is
being currently pursued in the war
againsttheTaliban.hdeed,USDefence
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld hinted at
just such a pokey to be instituted by its
intelligence branches. And what of
Egypt's brutal killing and arrests  of
Muslin extremists not so long ago, that
barely stirred a reaction from the world
community? I might add that the bi-
partisan  support  that  America  is
enjoying in fight of the assault on its
country has created a reality where
national unity has  stifled national
debate. With democratic leaders falling
dutifully and patriotically into line in
support  of the  present  American
administration, US Attorney-General
JohnAshcrofthasmanagedtointroduce
some draconian measures that severely
limitcivilliberties,invadingtheprivacy
of anyone who is suapected of terrorist
involvement. And who  will  those
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suspects  be?  Who  else  but  Arab-
Americans.  Because,  stereotypically,
they will unfortunately look the part.

Yet we Jews must not exploit this
double standard to excuse our actions.
After all,  it is we who educated the
world   that   "our   way   would   be
different", that the Zionist enterprise
would be a model of a democratic and
egalitariansociety.Didweretumtoour
ancestral homeland to become a nation
like any other nation? Those of us in
Israel who  object to using a double
standard to justify our actions do  so
because they offend the standards that
we, not others, have set for ourselves.
We  all  recognise  the  hypocritical
application of double standards that are
mercilessly and  continually heaped
upon Israel but, as Jews, are we not to
judge ourselves by a single standard -
one based on the prophetic vision of
social justice and equality?

Can we really afford to let any sort
of popular Palestinian support for the
likesofOsanabinLadencloseoureyes
to  our  continued responsibility to
administer the territories in a manner
consistent with the highest of Jewish
values? Win we not pay a high price if
we  contradict just behaviour? Ze'ev
Schiff, the military correspondent for
the respected Israeli paper, j7¢  `czre/z,
putitwell:"Thehtifadahascausedthe
brutalization of a generation of Isradi
soldiers. Payment for this is presently
beingmadebytheArabsinvolvedinthe
uprising.Thefinalpricewillbepaidby
Israeli society."

After all, if we teach our people the
tactics of the enemy, will we not begin
to look and act at least in the eyes of
others, as having assumed the face of
our most despised persecutors? The
belief in the dignity and sanctity of
human life is rooted in the universal
teachings found within Judaism and
given expression throughout Jewish
history.  Hillel's  statement:  "What is
hateful to you, do not do unto others"
(rczJ772z4d $7Zczbbczz 31b)  is  a value  that
has a binding moral force to it. Jewish
value-laden teachings must prevent us
from  stereotyping  and  ultimately
dehumanising  another people.  Our
historical memory cannot tolerate tliis.

We must not sell our souls for the
presumedrichesofapromisednational
heritage of land and glory. We cannot
fosterapenchantforfantasy.Thelunacy
ofthedaybeforeyesterdaywillbecome
yesterday's  exception  and today's
routine. What hangs in the balance is
notthefutureoftheterritories,noreven
the question of war and peace. What is
now to be ddermined is the very face
of Jewish civilisation. We cannot afford
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tocompromiseourpartofarichJudeo-
Christian heritage.

Because I recognise the
compelling historical
alaj,ms that I as a Jew
can make upon Israel
cnd, Jerusalem, I feel I
inust respect the clains

Of others
Let me add here a historical note. h

the Mddle East, the burden of history
has  often  presented  a  formidable
obstacle to peace. It seems virtually
impossible to galn a common reading
of the history of Israel. Facts, events and
even statistics have been selected and
manipulatedto`Cbuildacase"orsupport
predetermined positions. Two  courses
on the Middle East taught by a pro-
Israeli professor and a pro-Palestinian
professor often diverge so sharply fi.om
eachotherthatonewonderswhetherthe
same subject matter is being discussed,

hdeed, selective understandings of
history,  which  appear  to  sustain
contradictoryjudgementsonthejustice
of one  or another cause,  are  often
dismissed as propaganda, even if they
do contain elements of truth. Human
rightsanddignity,whichshouldinclude
respect for national rights, must be
based on  a presentation  of history
whereby  each  side  to  a particular
conflict can acknowledge that the other
side may indeed have vahd points.

For example, as an Israeli and a Jew,
I reject the notion put forth by many
Arabs that we have no historical links
to the land of Israel and, particularly, to
Jerusalem. Jewish history began in the
landoflsraelnearlyfourthousandyears
ago.  Throughout the centuries, there
have always been Jews in the land. h
exile and dispersion, we Jews cherished
Israel in our hearts  and repeatedly
sought to return.  Jerusalem,  as the
Jewishpeople'sflrstcapital,becamethe
single focal point of Jewish religious
and national restoration.

Iamnotsuggestingthatwetherefor`e
can  deny  the  historical  claims  or
spiritual and emotional attachments of
Christians  and Muslims to the Holy
Land.  Quite the  opposite.  Because  I
recognise the  compelling historical
claims that I as a Jew can make upon
Israel  and Jerusalem,  I  feel I must
respect the claims of others. And here
historical claims must not necessarily
take precedence over religious and/or
spiritual arguments.

We Jews have sustained the longest
living national liberation movement in
human history. h order to achieve this
national aspiration,  our longing for
return  has  aided  us  in  surviving
Babylonian exile, Roman dispersion,
Crusades, a Spanish Inquisition, Czarist
pogroms,  Czarist perseoutions, Nazi
death camps, Arab armies and terrorist
atrocities.Andsoitispreciselybecause
no-one could suppress our will to gain
ournationalexpressioninourownland,
against virfually all odds, that we must
not suppress the will of another people
to do the same. To do so would be to
subvert the lessons of our history.  at
might  be  interesting  to  note  that
Palestinian Christians face an existential
challenge.  In acceptance  of the  Old
Testament as a precursor to the New
Testament, they have to contend with
the  theological  promise,   already
introducedinthetimeofthePatriarchs,
that God gave this land to the Jews.)

Israelwasre-establishedtocreate,as
aforementioned,  a society based on
democraticandJewishprinciples.After
all,  Israel is the  only country in the
worldforwhichtheJews,asaparticular
people,  are  morally and politically
responsible. Israel is the lightening rod
bywhichJewsthrouchouttheworldare
judged. Chain Weizman, Israel's fist
president wrote in his Diaries:  "I am
certain that the world will judge the
Jewish state by what it will do with its
Arab population, just as the Jewish
people will be judged by what it does
or falls to do in this state."

Such sentiments were echoed by the
founder of modem Zionism, Theodor
Herzl. He wrote in his definitive work,
The    Jewish    State..    `CT.    see    +he
establishmentofaJewishstate`notonly
as necessity for a people who has been
so persecuted over the centuries but as
astatethatwillfulfilitsZionistputpose
instrivingtoachievemoralandspiritual
wholeness."   In. his   later   work,
4J£73ec/Jcz73d,  Herzl  explains  what his
intentions are: "The Jewish state will be
based on the principles of democracy,
theadvancementsoftechnologyandfull
social  and political  rights  for  the
population  in the  land."  In  short,
Zionism is not racism. hdeed, those at
theDurbanconferenceshouldhaveheld
Israel up to the principles of Zionism
and the ethics of Judalsm, demanding
it lives up to its own value system.

But  what has  happened  on  the
intemational arena is that Israel has
become to the world what Switzerland
is to the winter holidays, a moral resort
area. Now it should be clear, there is a
direct connection between politics and
morality.Forpolitics,astheprocessthat
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shapes the social order, is inclusive.
Every political decision and social act
has its moral equation. As such, the
policies of the Jewish state reflect upon
the moral principles of the people who
make its policies.  It is, therefore,  a
matterofmoralintegrity,nottomention
moral responsibility, to challenge those
who would compromise Jewish moral
principles. As the late, great Jewish
theologian, Abraham Joshua Heschel,
said: "If we are not all guilty, we are all
responsible."

Beyond the argument of principle,
thereisalsoapragmaticcasewhichcan
be made. For oftentimes, being moral
and ethical can be in one's own self-
interest, although, given the level of
political discourse in our world, this
would seem to be a contradiction in
terms.ForusJews,thereisnoparticular
needorvirtueininconsistency.hpoint
of fact,  at our best, we are a people
whose politics are value-laden.

Giventhebreakdownofthecoldwar
adversary relationships and the new
alignment of forces in our area of the
world, Israel seems less important to the
world's   and  certainly  America's
strategic   interests.   While   not   a
politician, I would argue that there is a
naivety on the United States' part, for
Israel is still a reliable and stable ally.

This applies to Great Britain as well.
Yet, if we were to play out a scenario
where Israel does not weigh heavily on
US foreign poliey concerns, especially
in the lights of its  own war against
Islamic extremism, what could Israel
rely upon to  guarantee  continued
American support,  let alone Western
support -politically, economically and
militarily?

Our answer should be that Israel and
the West share a common heritage of
democracy, which guarantees equalfty
for all peoples and the protection of
basic human rights. This,  despite the
new measures enacted to give US law
enforcement officers unprecedented
powers to seek out potential terrorists.
If Israel were to pass laws of an equal
measure,    it   would   be   roundly
condemned.  Yet,  if this  common
denominator is called into  question,
then Western support for Israel will
understandably diminish.  Israel will
erase any reservoir of sympathy or
identificationamongthegeneralpubtic
oftheenlightenedworld.Accompanied
by a loss of strategic inportance, this
could be devastating.

But,itisnotbecauseofthelatterthat
Israel should give in to American and
European  pressure  regarding  the
territories but rather because of the
fomier, because a continued occupation
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contradicts the values  of the Jewish
people. We owe it to ourselves more
than to the Americans. Even if Israel,
underEhudBarak,waswillingtostrike
a far-reaching compromise and even
thouchitseemsthatwearedealingwith

Has it not been prectsaly
because Of our insistence
on maintaining certal,n

standards Of mordity in
the beilding Of Israel,
including the way we

waged war, that has won
rymch Of the support we

hcrve received?
an uncompromising adversary, Israel
mustnevergiveupthehopeofattaining
peace. After all, at the conclusion of
everymealwesayablessingwhoselast
words are ones ofpeace. Indeed, the last
line of the mouner's prayer contains a
blessing for peace. And while it would
be only natural to give in to bitterness
andhate,wearecontinuallycalledupon
byourtraditionto"chooseblessingover
curse,goodoverevilandlifeoverdeath,
sothatyouandyourchildrenshall1ive".
(De"£e7io73o7#}7  30: 19-29)

We should also not underestimate
apractical argument in the face of the
re¢/-poJz.#.* of the day. After all is said
and done,  has  it not been precisely
because    of   our    insistence    on
maintaining  certain  standards  of
morality in the building  of Israel,
including the way we waged war, that
has won much of the support we have
received? Indeed, in the midst of the
present war on terrorism, America and
Great Britain might just lean from
Israel  how  to  minimise   civilian
casualties,  for  it  seems,  in  their
relentless   bombing   missions   in
Afghanistan, it is mostly civilian lives
thatarebeingclained,allthewhilethat
a refugee problem is being created of
the magnitude that soon, in a just few
more short weeks, will dwarf the one
that dots the Middle East landscape.
What is critical for the nations of the
world is the manner in which a just
cause  is  pursued through military
confrontation.   For  human  rights
activists   in  Israel,   we   urge   our
government in its  conflict with the
Palestinianstobeguidedbythebiblical
entreaty:  "Justice, justice, you shall
pursue". (£evz.#.czjs' 16:20) The rabbinic
commentators ask: Why is the word
justice repeated twice? Because one is

to pursue a just cause by just means.
This  simple but wise commandment
instructsushowtobehaveandadhering
to it will determine our self-respect as
a Jewish people in a Jewish state.

So, as we look to our past and as we
mature as a state, we must emphasise
the more delicate side of our historical
roots.  Joshua may have been a great
conqueror but Amos, the prophet who
tells us to "love the good and hate the
evil"  (47»of  5:15),  was  no  less  a
significantpersonality;Davidmayhave
been a mighty warior but the David
who  composed  Psalms  is  equally
inportant;and,whilewecantakepride
in the heroic last stand of the martyrs at
Massada,weshouldalsounderstandthe
power of those who sought to build
}7eSfez.vo£,  schools  of learning  and
understanding, in Yavne. We are told:`Not by might, and not by power, but
by the  spirit of God"  (Zechczrz.cz 4:6)
shall we live in peace.

Ultimately,weJewsunderstandthis;
just as we understand that we will win
neither battles nor wars if we act in
morally unacceptable ways,  if we
violate human rights.  The prophet
Hosea said: "I (God) fell in love with
Israel,whenhewasjustachild."(Has'e¢
11:1) But, in light of Israel's betrayal
of its moral stature Hosea, wams:  "If
they  (Israel)  bear  children,  their
cherished  offspring  shall perish."
(Horecz 9: 16) It is one thing when we,
the parent generation, compromise our
moral integrity. We lose our past. But
when we ask our children to do the
sane, we lose our future.

On our most sacred holiday,  yo7„
KzZ2p#7., we Jews read the words of the
prophetlsaiah:"IsthisnotthefastIlook
for? To unlock the shackles of injustice,
to undo the fetters of bondage, to let the
oppressed go free and to break every
cruel chain. If you remove the chains
of oppression, the menacing hand, the
malicious word; then shall your light
shineinthedarkness."(Jsczz.c[%58:7-10)

Our rabbis taught: "Who is michty?
He who turns his enemy into a friend."
(A:rvct de R,abbi Natan 2.I)

The Talmud tells us:  "Upon three
thingsdoestheworldrest-uponjustice,
upon truth and upon peace. And the
three are one. For whenjustice is done,
truth prevails and peace is established."
(Zza 'anit 4..2) 1
RABBI DAVD FORIVIAN recez.ved semildiah
in the United States in 1972 and moved to Israel
a mor[th later. He is director Of i:he Israel office
of    the    Union    of    American    Hebrew
Congregations.  He was  the f;ounding  chair  Of
Isradi Rchbis fior Hu:man RIghts in 1988,  and
pcut  Of the  Israeit  delegation when  Yitzhak
Rabin  z"I,  Shimon  Peres  and Yasser  Arofat
received the Nobel Peace Prize.
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Howard Cooper

THE CALL CAME AT MID-
night.  `Rabbi,  can  you  come
round - it's an emergency.' The

young rabbi, recently gradrated from
the Leo Baeck College, climbed out of
bed, dressed and made his way to his
congregant's   home.   He   rang  the
doorbell and was shown in. Talcing him
into the dining room,  the congregant
tuned to his guests: `See, I told you our
rabbi was wonderful -he'11 do anything
foranyone...'

Surely an apocryphal story? I heard
it from a colleague, more than twenty
years ago, who swore it had happened
to him. I recall it now not to illustrate
the naivete of newly-appointed young
rabbis,    nor    the    demanding    or
manipulative  techniques  of  some
congregants, but to introduce thoughts
on the pastoral demands made on rabbis,
the tools and skills needed by rabbis to
respond to congregants' needs and the
synagogue's role in offering care to its
members.

Pastoral care take place in formal and
informal ways. Rabbis know how, in a
variety of synagogue settings - after a
service  or council meeting  or  social
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event, sometimes outside the synagogue
-on the street, in the supermarket -they
can  be  involved  in  an   `ordinary'
conversation when suddenly a current
life crisis is being spoken of. Because
congregants , sometimes knowingly and
sometimes unconsciously,  look to the
rabbi as someone who can offer help,
comfort, guidance, security, answers for
our fraught, emotionally complex lives.
The rabbi is someone who `knows'.

Rabbis too can become seduced into
this belief, for who does not wish to be
an authority on life?

A rabbi can become involved in an
enomious range of issues. There are the
bereavements,  the  death  of parents,
partners,  siblings,  children,  relatives,
pets. Each of these generates different
shades of feeling, to which rabbis have
to  learn  to  respond.  Then  there  are
conversations with the dying and those
preparing for the death of a loved one,
or one not loved enough. Conversations,
too, with those suffering from illnesses,
sometimes life-threatening, like cancer,
AIDS /IHV, sometines not -everything
from strokes to 'flu.

Sometimes  the  illnesses  are  not
physical but  emotional.  People  who
suffer from a lack of self-esteem, a sense
of inadequacy,  a  difficulty making
decisions;  people  wbo  are  feeling

suicidal, orjust `depressed' , that catch-
all label which covers a multitude of
problems    but    is    usually    some
combination  of sadness  and  anger.
Frequently,  too,  people  talk  about
`stress' - and the rabbi leans to listen
out for the `di-stress' beneath.

Then there  is the broad range  of
relationship issues and problems: pre-
marriage        questions,        marital
relationships      and      breakdown,
separations, divorce, problems between
parents  and  children  of all  ages,
domestic violence, sexual abuse, rape,
abortion,  adoption,  infertility. People
speak   to   the   rabbi   about   being
unemployed or homeless or suffering
financial hardship, or alcoholism, drug
abuse, eating disorders. The rabbi will
have  conversations with people who
have  lost their sense  of purpose  or
meaning,  or are anxious  about their
sexuality   or   gender.   The   rabbi
sometimes even gets into conversations
with congregants about issues, doubts
and confusion over Jewish identity or
belief - indeed these questions might
well  be  how  a  troubled  soul  first
approaches their rabbi.

The range of issues the rabbi meets
in  pastoral  settings  is  staggeringly
diverse. Most of these a counsellor or
therapist, too,  might deal with but a
rabbi is not a therapist. The pastoral role
- which one could define as  `having
conversations    that    matter    with
congregants' - is clearly a demanding
business. Wrhat skills does a rabbi need
for this work? And what makes a rabbi
distinct from a whole other group  of
skilled professionals who might also be
called upon  to  address  these  human
dramas?

Such  questions  are  extensively
explored within the 400 pages of a new
American   handbook   devoted   to
providing guidance and resources for a
diversity  of professionals,  lay  and
rabbinic, who offer Jewish pastoral care
within a variety of settings. Although
the professionalisation of Jewish life in
the  United  States  is  of an  enviably
different  order  from  wbat  we  can
manage in Europe - the editor of this
book, for example, is both a specialist
trainer in geriatric chaplaincy as well
as  spiritual  director of a rabbinical
college - there  is  a universality  of
emotional and theological issues with
which Jewish carers everywhere have
to engage.

All   rabbis   develop   their   own
personal  `style' of pastoral work.  But
all rabbis share certain resources which
they  bring  to  their  work.  I  would
delineate  three  kinds  of resource,
though inevitably these areas overlap.
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Firstly, Judaic  resources.  Rabbis
might introduce psalms, the traditional
spiritual source of hope and consolation,
into  certain  pastoral  situations  -
particularly if someone is ill, or dying,
or bereaved.  He  or  she  may use the
sz.ddc„  with  you,  or  help  you  to
meditate, or `tak to God', or develop a
capacity for silence.  In some pastoral
situations  the  rabbi  might  introduce
stories  or motifs  from the Bible  and
7»z.c7rcrsfez.7"  or hasidic  insights,  or just
their  own Jewish  experience.  Rabbi
Hugo Gr)in z "/ used to speck in certain
pastoral settings of his experiences in
the  camps  -  an  emotionally  over-
determined  example  but  one  which
raises  the  larger issue  of how much
rabbis   bring   their   own   personal
experiences of life and death into their
pastoral role. Do rabbis share their own
experiences  of pain,  loss,  despair,
hopelessness, hopefulness, achievement
inthefaceofadversity?Ordotheyhold
back to allow space for the other? Do
they  actively bring  God into pastoral
conversations, or wait for the subject to
arise?

Rabbis do not have a monopoly on
these   resources.   Any  Judaically-
educated  layperson  can  draw upon
Jewish tradition and experience - for
themselves or when working formally
or informally with others. So why does
it feel different for congregants when it
is the rabbi who does it? This leads me
to the second kind of resource the rabbi
draws upon - best summarised as the
rabbinic role. This is not about who the
rabbis are in themselves but who she or
he is  seen to be just by dint of being
`the rabbi'. When a rabbi arrives at a
house  of mourning  and  everything
suddenly  stops  because  "the rabbi is
here",wearestandingattheintersection
of the personal and the transpersonal.
For  the  rabbi   is   experienced  by
congregants consciously or, more often,
unconsciously as carrying a wider role,
as representing Judaism, which "has
things to say" at these times. At these
momentsonecatchessightofhowmuch
isprojectedontothefigureoftherabbi.
Theyarenolongeranothercoxplexand
baffled human being but a bearer of
Judaic tradition, history, wisdom. Are
these  projections  to  be  utilised  or
demythologised? Is this transpersonal
role  a  resource,  or a hindrance?  It
certainlyhasapower-forbothhealing
and ham.

The third area of resource,  which
perhaps underpins the  other two,  one
could  call  simply  the  rabbi's  own
human  resources.  Some  of these
qualities may be irmate in the sense of
being  deeply  rooted  in  their  own
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personal   history.    Some    can   be
developed with help and training. Most
obviously there is the rabbi's ccrpocz.ty
/or     e7„pczzky.     The     ability     to
imaginatively   enter   into   another
person's    world    is     a    complex
psychological    process.    This    is
fundamental. But if it is not to dissolve
into an unhelpful  `merging with' the
other it needs to be balanced by a quite
different resource,  the  capacity  to  be
cz/o72e - quite different from the feeling
of loneliness.  It is rooted in a secure
sense of oneself, both one's capabilities
and dependence on others.

Then there is the rabbi's copa!cz.ty fo
develop  a  `feeling  language'  wr+A
congregants. How to find the words and

I/o acdraly
listen to what

someone else is
saying requires

a voluntary
salfcortraction
by the tistener,
the oreation Of
an empty space
towards which
the other can

a mode of being present,  which can
bridge  separateness?  What  words,
inages, gestures, tones of voice does the
rabbi draw upon when being with a
congregant seeking to make themselves
understood,  seeking to  communicate
what they may not be able to put into
language?  The  ability  to  create  an
atmosphere   of   `being   together',
intimately yet  separately,  seems  to
depend upon the  rabbi's  emotional
literacy and a nuanced awareness  of
how a shared `feeling language' is built
up  in a conversation.  How do rabbis

refine  their  sensitivity towards  the
dynamics of such conversations?

Allied to this is the discipline which
is  sometimes temed,  in counselling
jargon,   the   c¢pczcz.Z}7  /or    `&cfz.1;e
/is/e72z.ng '. To hear what the congregant
is full of requires the rabbi not to be full
of   themselves.    Rabbi    Jonathan
Wittenberg    has     employed    the
kabbalistic  concept  of Jzz.7„fzc{773  to
describe this. To actively listen to what
someone  else  is  saying  requires  a
voluntary  self-contraction  by  the
listener, the creation of an empty space
towards which the other can flow.

And what of the rabbis' cop4zcz.fy fo
tolerate  `not knowing'?  Do they feel
they  have  to  solve  the  congregant's
problems and provide all the answers?
Or  is   it  possible  to  be  with  the
congregant  -  with   their   doubts,
questions,  confusion,  distress,  pain,
anger, neediness - without rushing into
a   premature   foreclosing   of  the
conversation with  a neat answer or
quick solution which may be produced
more  to  stave  off the  rabbi's  own
anxieties and doubts than respond to the
other's need? How do rabbis leam to
discriminate   between   their   own
conscious and unconscious needs - for
love,  acceptance,  intimacy, power,  a
sense of importance - and the needs of
congregants? The rabbi's copczcz.ty /or
benign introspection, fior ob3ective, se+fL
critical self-reflectiveness, may be the
hardest resource of all to develop.

Rabbis need to know their limitations
and be able to make suitable referrals
so that congregants can receive the best
help  and support available.  This may
come from other laypeople within the
synagogue  or from  outside  agencies.
Issues  of confidentiality need  to  be
attended to with sensitivity. The whole
range of issues outlined above are now
central  to  rabbinic  training:  the  Leo
Baeck College's 5-year `Pastoral Care
and  Community  Skills'  programme
helps students with their personal and
interpersonal development, recognising
that, as Leo Baeck himself wrote, `the
greatest girl of the rabbi is himself' . To
help with this process - of deepening
the rabbi's self-awareness and capacity
to work in depth with congregants - the
College is a strong advocate of students
having       their       own      personal
psychotherapy.    It   is   not   yet   a
requirement but may one day be seen
as being as essential and relevant for
rabbinic work as the ability to read a
page of Talmud in Aramaic. .
RABBI     HOWARD     C00PER     I.s'     c[
psychoanalytic  psychotherapist,  rabbi  and
frequent contributor to MANNA and the Je:wish
Chronicle. He lives in North West I.ondon.
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SEEING IS DOING

Charles Emanuel

The   Reform   Movement   in
Britain  is  heavily  engaged  in
an    exciting    programme    of
synagogue  renewal,  change  and
transformation.  The  iniative  is
called Linng luhism. The senior
rabbi  Of one  Of the  Moven'lent's
largest  and  most  distinguished
congregations  offers  his  exciting
pe7iSpecrz.ve ore Living Judaism.

IN MY FRST CONGREGATION
in Alabama, there was a member
who, every Friday evening, would

fall  asleep just before the  sermon.  I
knew that he was a hard-working man
who got up at 6am every working day,
so I did not mind.  I  even thought of
myself as  performing  a  7"I.fzvczfe  by
allowinghinsomewell-eamedShabbat
7#e73#chcz%, Shabbat rest. I did not even
mind that he would occasionally snore.
But   what   I    found   difficult   to
comprehendwasthat,aftereachservice,
he  would  come  up  to  me  and  say,
"Rabbi, very good sermon!" After I got

to  know him better I  finally  asked,"How can you say it was a good sermon

if you  were  asleep?  ``  ``Rabbi,"  he
replied, "I could not sleep if I did not
trust you."

Trust is important but, as a rabbi, I
must  admit  that  I  would prefer  an
attentive and interested congregant to a
sleeping one.

There  are  so  many jokes  about
rabbis'  sermons that I often wonder
what  is  the  best way to  engage the
congregation's attention and interest.
Fortunately,  though,  as  I  discovered
some time  ago,  this problem is  not
confined to  our generation of Jewish
preachers. In Bereshit Rabbah we rcaid
of the great Rabbi Akiva:

Rabbi  Akiva  was  once  lectur-
ing and the congregation became
drowsy. Wishing to arouse them,
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he remarked: Why did Esther de-
serve to reign.over a hundred and
twenty-seven provinces? The rea-
son   is   this:   Let   Esther,   the.
descendant of Sarah, who lived a
hundred and twenty-seven years,
come  and  reign  over  a  hundred
and twenty-seven provinces.
Reading this, one has to ask: what is

sointerestingabouttheyearsofSarah's
life  that  would  awaken  a  drowsy
congregation?

I cannot speak for the congregation
of Rabbi Akiva but the meaning of the
years of Saral's life took on a greater
meaning   for   me   after   a   recent
synagogue council meeting.

Synagogue life, unfortunately, is not
always the warm, pleasant experience
that one would hope.  When I was  in
rabbiliical school 30 years ago, I saw a
cartoonthathasstayedwithmeallthese
years. A man was saying that he was so
fed up with his office where there was
so  much  politics,  so  much  back-
stabbing,pettiness,bitterness,jealousy,
malicious  gossip  and  unwarranted
criticism  that  he  decided  to join  a
synagogue. In the last box the man said,
"The office is looking better every day."

Having   worked   in   a   number   of
congregations,  I have  to  admit that
Al)th is better than most; but even here
there is a great deal of negative energy
wasted on in-fighting and personality
clashes.

There  are  many reasons  for this
waste of energy One is the structure of
synagogue life. Every two years another
person comes in as lay leader, be they
the chairman, or the executive member
for education or youth.  With the best
will in the world, each lay person has
hisorherownstylewhichinmanycases
is very different from the person who
held that position before. Staff become
confused and, at times, frustrated, and
instead of having any clear direction the
synagogue drifts, just trying to maintain
the status quo.

Another  reason  is  the  pluralistic
nature of congregations. Life would be
much easier for lay and professional
leaders    of   synagogues    if   each
community  were  one  homogenous
group with shared interests and tastes.
But synagogues by their very nature are
not.   The   synagogue,   to   function
successfully, must realise that the main
business of the synagogue is people and
people are different. While synagogue
life must be based on Jewish tradition,
howeverliberaltheintexpretationof that
tradition may be, synagogue leadership
often does not appreciate that to satisfy
the religious needs of the congregants,

a multi-faceted approach to Jewish life
is  necessary.  Even  when  it  does,
questions   of  priority   can   create
problems when, rather than working
together  for  the  betterment  of the
synagogue  in  general,  individuals
consider their particular interests the
only really important ones.

About six months ago, two members
of the congregation decided that Alyth
deserved better and created a working
group to look into the matter. We have
had such committees before,  most of
which have done wonderful work but
were then completely ignored.  These
two  people  decided that their work
would not be ignored and would have
the full  support of the Council.  They
reported back to Council. The precise
details of their report are not relevant
to what I want to say but one particular
point is.  It  suggested something that
should be so obvious but that had never
really been actively considered, owing
I suspect to the amount of work and co-
operation  that  it  would require.  It
suggested that we create a three year
rolling plan based on a collective vision
of what we want Al)th to be in the next
three years and beyond - a vision that
we  accept will  not  satisfy  1000/o  the
needs of any one individual or group
but  which  will  be  a  worthy  goal
embracing our collective desire to make
A1)th a synagogue that is vibrant and
exciting  in  its  desire to  embody our
living Judaism.  It would be irrelevant
who would be the executive member or
staff,  since we would all be working
towards     a    shared    vision,     the
achievement  of whatever plan  we
collectively decided upon. Those who
feltcomfortablewithourplanwouldbe
encouraged to join us  in  leadership
positions, those who did not would not
be encouraged. That does not that mean
that we will all have to agree. It just
means that we will all have to respect
each other, be willing to listen to each
otber and lean from each other in
reaching our common goal. What was
mostexcitingwasthatthecouncilvoted
unanimously in favour of the project in
toto and we are starting immediately to
make it happen.

But  what,  you  may  be  asking
yourself, does this have to do with the
years of the life of the Biblical Sarah?
The answer lies in the commentary on
the very first verse of this week's s'z.drcz.

"And this  is  the  life  of Sarah,  a

hundred years,  and twenty years and
seven years, the years  of the life  of
Sarah" (Ger2eJz.s 23 : 1).

The commentary tells us that the fact
that the text repeats the word  `years'
gives us  insight into the reason that
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Sarah was  considered  such  a  special
person. The maturity and wisdom that
she displayed during her life were that
of a person of 100 years old; her vitality
was that of a 20 year old; and the purity
ofherpurposethatofa7yearold.These
traits will all be necessary if we want
this to work.

To create a vision and a three-year
plan and begin to implement it will take
hardworkandtheco-op.erationnotonly
of the staff and the executive but of the
congregation as well. It will have to be
both    courageous    and    realistic.
Fortunately, we do not start in a vacuum.

In ,ny first
congregedon in

Alabama, there was a
menber who, every

Friday evening, would
fiall asleep just before

the sermon. What I
f ;ound dif f icwh to

comprehend was that,
afiter each service, he
would come up to me
and say,  "Rabbi, very
good sermonl. " After I
got to Janow kin better
I finally asked,  "How
can you say i{was a
good sermon if you

were asleep?  "
"Rabbi," he raplted,
"I could not sleep if I

did not trust you."

The Refomi Movement in Great Britain
has some excellent material and people
to  assist us. We have  already profited
from the assistance of Julian Resnick,
the co-ordinator of the RSGB's Living
Judaism  initiative,  and  hope  to  be
accepted as one of the congregations in
the initiative's second stage. The Union
ofAmerican Hebrew Congregations, the
central  organisation of the American
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Reform Movement, also has a plethora
of material from which we can lean.
This   is   one   of  the   reasons   that
approximately  30  people  from  the
RSGB, nine of them fi.omAlyth, myself
included,  went to UAHC's Biennial
Conference in Austen in December.

But,  to work,  it has to be  a vision
and widely  `owned' three-year plan.
While  as  the  senior  rabbi,  it  will
ultimately be my responsibility to lead
the process of creating, formulating and
implementing this three-year plan, to
accomplish what we need to, will need
your input.  That input will  have  to
transcend your own personal needs so
thatwecancreateaprogrammethatwill
satisfy the needs of the majority of our
community by providing a variety of
activities to satisfy the many needs of
our  congregants.  Sarah's  traits  of
maturity and wisdom will be essential.
This is your synagogue. You have not
only a right but also a responsibility to
let us know what you want.

Developingavisionandformulating
a rolling three-year plan on which we
can focus our collective determination
will demand not only great energy to
create  but  even  more   energy  to
implement.  It is much easier to come
upwithprogrammesthantomakethem
work. But it can be done. The fact that
two individuals decided that something
had to be done and did it remind us of
the truth of Theodor Herzl's immortal
words, "If you will it, it is not a dream."
How much more so  if two  hundred
individuals,  or  even two  thousand,
decidethatAl}thisgoingtobeaspecial
congregation,  devoid of the pettiness
that infiltrates  so many organisations.
The amount of talent, of brain power,
of experience and of energy that we at
Alyth have  is  incredible.  Charmelled
correctly we can be a force for a most
positive expression of our Judaism.

This  is  not  a  business,  it  is  a
symgogue. If this is to work we will
have to ensure that our guidelines  are
the purest of our traditions, values and
standards. The bottom line is not how
many more members we might obtain
- although I seriously suspect that,  if
and when we achieve what we plan to
achieve, Al}th will attract people who
want to believe that a synagogue and
the Judaism it puxports to represent can
be  a positive  force  for good,  where
people  can  disagree  and  still  work
closely    together,    where    people
understand that the real business of a
synagogue is people. The bottom line
will  be  how  we  bring  Judaism  to
anyone, member or non-member, Jew
or non-Jew,  who  comes  into  contact
with us.

I  am  excited  by  the  prospect  of
creating  a  community where we  all
work together towards a common goal.
It will  take  the  trust  of my  sleeping
friend from my first congregation and,
more   importantly,   the   values   of
maturity, wisdom, vitality and purity
found in the life of the Biblical Sarah,
to make it work.

But if we can accomplish this -and
I believe that we can, we can not only
create the type of synagogue of which
we  and the  Reform  Movement  can
justly  be  proud,  we  can  create  an
example to anyone who wishes to lean
from us that a synagogue can be a real
community, an oasis from the negative
elements of our secular life and, as such,
can be an inspiration to all. I

RABBI  CHARLES  EIVIANUEL  was'  born  z.#
New  York  and  studied  at  HUC-JIR.  He  has
served  synagogues  in  Birmingham,  Alabama
and  Leeds.  He  has  been  Senior  Rabbi  Of the
North   Western   Roform   Synagogue,   Alyth
Gardens,  for  eighteen  years.  One  Of his  two
sons  is  stwd:ying i;or  the  Rabbinate  at  HUC  in
Cincinnati.

-==  ====1  ==--===

FOR THE STUDY 0F JIJI]AISM AND THE
TRAl»l«G  0F  RABBIS  AND  TEAcllERS

The maj or Progressive rabbinic
senrinary in Eunpe

RABBINIC COURSE
Closing date for applications

is December 31for the following
S eptember/O ctob er intake

HEBREW & JEVISH
STUDIES

BA & MA (full-tine & part-time)
studies availal]le.

Occasional students welcome.
Courses include: Bible, Midrash,

Talmud, Codes, Comparative
Religion, Jewish History,

Philosophy, Liturgy,
Prayer, Life-Cycle.

For further details please contact
the Registrar: Leo Baeck College,
80 East End Road, London N3 2SY

Tel:  020 8349 5600; Fax:  020 8343 2558
e-mail:  info@lbc.ac.uk

or visit our site: www.Ibc.ac.uk
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QUARREL AND Y®U'RE  OUT
Barry Hyman

Machzike Hadas - those who hold fast to the low - is an orgavisation with roots in Galicta. A Machake
Hadas Society was f;ounded in London in 1891 with the objective Of reirforcing orthodoxy, concentrcidng on
kewhrm!L The orgcthisation quickly cane into conflict with the Chiof Rabbi and this soon led to lectfleting and
picketing. An old Huguenot building was acquired as a synagogue in  1898 but the congregedon ran into
f tnencial dif f iculites. It f tnally joined the movement to its Jewish lef i, the Federation, in 1905 . Lord Rothschild
and Sir Sanuel Mohiagu helped to clear up its various liabilities.

London;``

ma¢Dzik¢p:%rMai§uS#'?r
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i
i

The obiecb9 of the  chove  oommunitj;tare, acjindioated  by`         :<  'S
ida mine, to  uphold   the    Jewish   `Religiont, in    thin    coaptry,

rthvee`.B'beto°om:urw6g±eefl:ed:e%:i'  t£6 w£:g¥drfi:cnLe°fof °={;.g}:i    .``~+`
is threa,toned,  (8,a evidence the iinsati8±actory gque _Of provi;i.on of
K.she meat, .Passover foc)a and other requisites),  and to prevent-.`-
the Sabbath deseointion  whieh  is  mueb  on  the  incraase,   there.   .
being  seemingly,  noboqy  ablehto. put  a  stop  to.  it.   .Some  eden
i;.vourtheroform
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THE JACOBS AFFAIR, THE
Gryn/Sacks          altercation,
Orthodox  or  Progressive  -

modern  splitting  of  a  previously
homogeneous  community? Well,  kid
yourself not.

Years ago, one of my bosses would
say of undelperforming footballers that
they  wouldn't  even  get  a job  with
`Mazigadass Rovers.' It was some years

later when I found out that `Machzikey
Hadass'  was  a respected  synagogue
grouping of great renown and status at
the turn of the century.  [There is  still
one Machzike Hadass synagogue listed
in the JewishYear Book as a constituent
of the Federation.]  They too,  though,
had their problems as manifested by an
intriguing docunient I found discarded
in the, choir loft of the beautiful New
Synagogue, in Egerton Road, Stalnford
Hill, when I made a nostalgic return
visit -I sang soprano  1954-7, bass 59-
61  -for its valedictory  service  some
years ago.

The  small booklet,  in Yiddish and
English,  details the  outcome  of what
must have been a mighty struggle for
the maintenance of standards, seen by
some as being in danger of dilution. The
document, headed `Machzikey Hadass
& Shomre Shaboth Community, Booth
Street,  Brick  Lane'  and  dated  5665
[ 1905], refers to a split -back in 1893.
At that time, the preamble tells us, the
` Shomre Shaboth Synagogue resolved

to    join    the    Machzike    Hadass
Community.' It consequently changed
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its name to reflect that fact.
The document begins with a woeful

look at the state of affairs concluding
that `..the whole structure of religion is
threatened . .' A line in the sand, it was
clearly felt, had to be drawn and `. . in
order not to  be  mixed up  with  such
people,  we  have  established  this
community .  .,  to walk in the path of
the law and not to deviate to the right
or the left.' One is left to wonder what
deviating  to  the  right  might  have
entailed.

It is necessary, the document goes
on, to elect a rabbi ` . . . great in wisdom
and religious fervour whose authority,
competence  and  sanctity  must  be
testified  by  the  great  Rabbinical
authorities of Russia and Poland. Such
an one . . . will be our teacher, ourjudge,
he will  license  our butchers.  Sabbath
breakers shall not intemix with us.'

This unequivocal opening statement
precedes a set of rules which are precise
in  determining  how members  shall
conduct themselves and how they will
uphold  `.  .  observance  of the Jewish
ReligionandmaintaintheHolyLawby
the strict adherence to the Bible, Oral
Law and all traditions.'  Interestingly,
though, there  is  first set out what the
community   will   provide   for   its
members.

It will `. . . keep the synagogue open
from  daybreak  until  midnight,  for
anyone wishing to read prayers, study

corinued on next page

Machzike Hadas -The Spitalfields Great Synagogue, circa 1971



the law or say fefez.%773.' `There must also
be in the synagogue,' says the document,
`Leamed Men constantly studying the

Torah.,
In dealing with ritual, the references

are always to Russia and Poland. The
desk of the reader, the chczzz¢j3, was to
be   close  to  the  Ark  and  only  if
sanctioned by the Rav was the reader
allowed  to  read  while  on  the  bz.mczfe,
which was to be  in the  centre  of the
Synagogue.   No-one  was  to  wear
canonicals   appearing   to   imitate
`christian [small c] clergy This form of

ceremonial  garb  was  beginning  to
appear even in what we would regard
as strictly Orthodox circles. Many older
readers    will    remember    United
Synagogue rabbis in dog-collars.

What of fees? 3d.  [1.25 pence] was
the  weekly  charge,  payable  to  the
`collector'   but   for   a  presumably

additional -annual  fee -  `.  .  every
member may choose his seat.' cher' did
not even come close to consideration.

In   enumerating   the   rules    of
Management it is stated that they must
be  `.  .  .  members  of the  Machzikey
Hadass who  do  not partake  of meat
food, which is not under the supervision
of the Rav of Machzikey Hadass.' What
of meat carrying the feechsfeer of other
authorities?  Presumably  there  was
competition for who was kosherer than
whom. No change there then.

It is also stated that there `.  .  . must
be no President of the Synagogue, but
the President of the Machzikey Hadass
community shall be the Hon. President
.  .  .' with rights, should the need arise,
to ` . . . preside at the conjoint committee,
otherwise he has no right to interfere.'
Perhaps  this  is where  arises  the joke
aboutthenon-synagoguememberbeing
told `alright you can come in but don't
let me catch you praying.'

Benefits are also listed. If a member
was ill `. . . Z7!z./z.7# [sic] will be said once
daily and members  shall visit him. A
member sitting s%z.vote is entitled to half
a  7#z.#)/c}7®  and the A4lczggz.d must attend
once or twice to leam. 5 members will
attend the funeral and one cab will be
provided.'

The penultimate sub-heading is the
alarming `Erasing Members' ! Those of
an  imaginative  nature  will  think
immediately of Jewish gangster Bugsy
Siegel having the  opposition  `rubbed
out' and wonder whether he had picked
up  any bad habits  from his Z¢z.dcz.  In
fact, what follows is a set of rules for
dealing  with  non-payers,  including
allowance of time for those who  are
financially pressed, plus a provision for
exclusion of any member who should
` . . prove to be of a quarrelsome nature,'
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One can now
only speculate as

to what sort Of
`machlokes ,' or

trouble-making,
constituted reason

f ;or being`oiszuschlossen ' or

literally locked out
or,  as  the  actual Yiddish,  in  Hebrew
characters  of course,  says   `ye7z  cz
member zol sein a baal machlokeh un
verursachi machlokes gegen dos retsoin
mazhoriteh  di  members,  dos  iz  a
genigendeh   ursacht   dos   yenigen
oiszushliessen van membership\.'  0"e
can now only speculate as to what sort
of  `7%czcfe/ofres,'  or  trouble-making,
constituted     reason     for     being
`oz.szc/sch/osse;? ' or literally locked out.

To  end  on  a peaceful note,  however,
there fdilcNIs ` Un es sol sein sholem al
)/is7ioz.eJ.' It seems conciliators were also
at work.

The  document is  signed  `Avraham
Abba  Werner,  Rabbi.'  He  writes  `1
firmly believe that as long as these laws
will be strictly observed our object will
be attained and we will exist in union
and peace till the redeemer will come.'

There   is   a   footnote.   It   reads
intriguingly as follows: `PS. It ought not
to be overlooked that according to an
agreement entered into on Thursday 1 1
Ador I 5665 [1905] peace and harmony
has been restored between Machzikey
Hadass and the Kefez./czfe.'

Nearly a century on, peace has also
broken out between different sectors of
the British Jewish community who, the
odd belligerent excepted,  seem to  be
showing  commendable  restraint  in
avoiding criticism of each other and
working together on issues of common
interest. Long may it last. I

BARB:X H`IMAII, Vice President Of Radlett &
Bushey,  was  with  Marks  c[nd  Spencer  for  35
years,  and  is  PR  consultant  to  the  Roform
Synagogues Of Great Britcin. He wrote a history
Of his corranunity for its Silwer Jubilee and has
rece#dy prod„ced  `A Job for a Jewish Girl  ..or
Bof!,'   a  recruiting  booklet  for  Leo  Baeck
College.

Machzike Hadas -'I'he Spitalfields Great Synagogue, circa 197 3
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QUEEN ANNH'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne

in 1704 for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of
England was merged with the Ecclesiastical

Commission in 1948 to form the
Church Commissioners.

But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,
vigorously. There are accountants,  architects,

solicitors, and surveyors all practising their professions,
all anxious to serve their clients and to maintain the

high standards which have come to be associated with
this well-preserved, dignified part of Georgian London.

We have practised here since  1951, offering clients
business management,  investment guidance and
specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.

As the years go by the scope of our work widens,
and the calls for our professional help increase,
reflecting the fiscal complexities of the times:

but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LEIVIS GOLDEN & CO
Chatered Accountants and Registered Auditors
40 QUEEN AI`INE STRHET, LONDON WIM 0EL

TELEPHONE: 020 7580 7313
FAcslmE: 020 7580 2179

EMAIL: FCA@Lewis-Golden.Co.uk
Neil Benson FCA    Andrew Moss ACA
David Edwards ACA    Graham ELch

I,,,[8§siveJewIshMarriage

\,.      710J\\
§pr"IedbwfonofLiberai&pngre¥ivespra"us

Friendly Confidential service.
Personal interview

Do contact us.
Send a stamped addressed envelope

to:-
Ruth Green,  Mazal Tov

28 St John's Wood Road
London NW8 7HA

020-7289 8591
E-mail: mazaltov@ulps.org

CALDWELL AND BRAHAM
Chartere d Accountants

84 Fetter Lane
London

EC4A 1 EQ
Telephone: 020 7831  3481

Fax: 020 7831  3485

Auditing, Accountancy and Management services,.
personal taxation and general financial advice

Contact Brian Humphreys for further information

•Offices also at F}uislip and Dartford
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WHERE DRIVERS
ARE PASSENGERS

Th!e I."es has been running a Preacher Of the Year competition
f;or some years. It was opened to Je:ws as well as Christian clergy

early in its history and rabbis, particularly from the two
Progressive Movements, have been successfiul out Of proportion to
their numbers. The latest to excel was our own Deputy Editor and

rabbi Of Wimbledon synagogue, William Wolff: He reached the
last ftye where he ncurowly fetiled to ca:rry off the prize despite
substantial travelling support from members Of his present and
previous congregations and MANNA readers. We will not be

appealing against the verdict but The Tirm!es printed the wirming
entry and MANNAL now offdrs Rabbi Wolff s sermon. Readers will
be able to judge for themselves whether or not Willy was robbed!

William Wolff

I  BEGIN BY  CONFESSING TO
you - because confession is after
all such a vital part of the religious

life - the reason why I am addressing
you from this pulpit and not from a
television studio.

And it is not for want of trying for
the  studio.  It  is  29  years  ago  that  I
wanted to make a career switch from
the  print  to  the  electronic  media.  I
applied  to  Independent  Television
News, I was duly invited to take a screen
testand,ontheday,didnotstumbleover
onewordoroneinflection-Ionlyhope
that I can do  as well today. And two
weeks later I had a letter from the editor
of ITN saying ThankYou but NO thank
you. So I asked a friend of mine within
the organisation to find out where I had
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gone wrong. And he came back to say
that my test had gone perfectly well.
But,  he  added,  and I  quote him, the
editor thought you just did not look
right. And at that I was relieved almost
to the point of elation. For I had done
all I could.  I had not blown it. As for
the shape of my face, there was and is
absolutelynothing1coulddoaboutthat,
short of a great deal of plastic surgery
and I could not afford that on a rabbinic
stipend.  I  look  back  on  that  failed
attempt to break into television without
a twinge of regret and even with some
joy. Because where fate, that inscrutable
chain  of events  in  which  we  can
ultimately glimpse  God,  where  that
finally took me was the rabbinate and
that has given me greater rewards and
brought me  deeper fulfilment than I
could ever have dreamed.

And that's it about life. My life and
your life. We can do all we can to get to

one  destination  and  still  end  up  at
another. As I discovered yet again when
I went by tube at Oxford Circus the
other week to get to Vauxhall and ended
up at Euston because some electricity
generator had decided to  take  a tea
break. But because fate adds its bit of
back seat driving to our own, that does
not absolve us at every moment from
choosing and doing what we think is
right, right for ourselves and for the
other people involved in any choice we
make. The Judaeo-Christian tradition
know  nothing  of fatalism,  knows
nothing  of determinism,  does  not
counsel us to sit back and let events take
theircourse.Wearenotactorsinascript
whttenontheheavenlymultimegabyte
computer and all that we can do is not
to fluff our lines.

The whole point of the story of the
GardenofEden-thatgloriousmythical
park where even those of us who cannot
tellanappletreefromastrawberrybush
would have felt blissfully at home - is
that we have an unfettered freedom to
pickanyfiuitfromanytree,oranydish,
or programme from any menu and that
it is our will that decides where we click
with our mouse.

Therefore do not ask where God was
on  September  11  when those  'planes
were flown into the Pentagon and the
World Trade Centre Towers and killed
thousands as they were starting a new
day's work. For if you blare God for
that tragedy, you absolve the human
beingswhoplottedandperpetratedthat
mass murder with blind passion and
chilling precision and theirs was the
responsibility. They had the choice to
act or abstain. Just as it continues to be
the responsibility of those who lead our
nations to decide on the way to ensure
our future and on whether it is right and
possible to banish such terror from the
earthbymeansthatarenotwithouttheir
our human horror.

Not one of us, in whatever position,
however lowly or exalted, can duck the
responsibility for our actions. For it is
the nature and pattern of creation or
evolution that,  once  completed,  it is
neither revoked nor revised - unlike a
will     which     you     can     rewrite
interminal)1y,orachequewhichyoucan
block, if you act quickly enough. And
that leaves the accountability for every
one of our actions with ourselves and
not   with   some   outside   force   or
circumstances which, in the shorthand
of religion, we call God.

And yet,  and yet.  That power of
choice and that responsibility still does
not leave us total masters of our fate.
We may train for the best pat of a year
to  run  in  the  London  or New York
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marathons and the day before we sprain
our  ankle.  Our  kids  decide  wbich
A-levelstheywanttotakeandhopefully
say a fond farewell to clubbing and to
Neighbours and Eastenders in favour of
night after night of intensive swatting
and revision. And as their exams papers
are handed to them, there still remains
an element of luck, still just a little gap
for God. we may strain every muscle in
our body and mobilise every cell we can
access in our brain. But because we are
not islands  entire to  ourselves,  as the
poet and preacher John Donne taught
us, the  ultimate  outcome  of what we
choose to do depends inevitably on the
actions  and reactions  of other people
and  on  the  storm  or the  stillness  in
nature, the rain or the drought and those
are as hidden from our view as the car
we cannot see around the comer. And it
is with that unknown and unknowable,
with the fact that one moment we are
thedriversonlife'sjoumeyandthenext
we are mere passengers, that we have
to come to terms.

BrianRedheadwho,inmybook,was

one of the greatest broadcasters of the
last century, told the story of the day he
came back from a carefree holiday with
his  wife.  And within  miles  of their
Cheshire home, he said to her out of the
blue:  You  know,  Jermi,  I  sometimes
think life is almost too good to us. And
as they got within sight of their house,
they  saw the policeman waiting  for
them at the door. Waiting to tell them
that their son had been killed in a car
crash.

In later years, Redhead told the tale
without bitterness.  For that  crushing
blow led him back to a relationship with
the mystery that at one moment may
caress us and the next batter us till we
are nulnb. When time had given bin its
healing magic of perspective, he found,
as do many of us who have been rocked
by sudden personal disasters that, from
the devastation and incomprehension,
a  deeper  compassion  and  a  new
understanding do emerge, as eventually
do new patterns in our lives and new
relationships - even,  as in Redhead's
case, with God himself.

An acceptance of that slow growth
is, I believe, what the Bible means when
it talks of someone walking with God,
whether it be the patriarchs Abraham,
Isaac  and  Jacob,  or  whether  it  be
ordinary mortals like you and me. For
any of us to walk with God demands
keeping in step with God. And that is
governed by  the  fits  and  starts  with
which our imermost souls move and
grow.

So when you next have to make a
choice  or  take  a  decision,  however
fateful it may appear, be of good cheer
and  courage.  If you  set  out  to  be  a
consultant, you may  still  end up  as  a
classroom teacher.

Or if you wanted to get to a studio,
you may find yourself - in  a pulpit
instead.

But the guts to make your choice and
them embrace whatever consequences
it may  bring,  be  it  achievement  or
disappointment, joy or grief, will bring
you one supreme blessing.

A feeling of peace in your heart and
serenity in your soul. I

]ACKMAN .
SILVERMAN
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WHY BUBBA
BOUGHT A BLOUSE

David Mendel

Y  MATERNAL  GRAND-
father came to England in the
1880s. Eighteen months later,

he sent for his wife.  She came on her
own, a woman who spoke only Yiddish
and had never left her s%fef/. That she
managed   it,   carrying   their  baby
daughter,  a few parcels tied up  with
string and almost no money, indicates
the stuff she was made of.

Bwbb¢  is  the  Yiddish  word  for
Grandmother. There is no `correct' way
of writing it in English, the more so as
Jews  from different parts  of Eastern
Europe  spoke  Yiddish  with  local
variations    in    words    and    their
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pronunciation. My father, whose father
was born here, came from Manchester
and referred to her as `Bobbie'. I never
knew - and was too polite to  ask -
whether this was due to his Lancashire
accent or whether his family came from
a different part of Eastern Europe.

Exactly where Bwbbczs came from is
open to doubt but it was somewhere on
the border between Russia and Poland
which would first be captured by one
side and then by the other.  I shared a
lack of information about the past with
most of my contemporaries.  Whilst
there were Jews who talked with warm
nostalgia about the Old Country, some

of whom even spoke Yiddish at home,
most of us knew little or nothing about
our history.  In my second generation,
few knew more than a hundred or so
words  of Yiddish  and we  were  not
interested  in  what  was  a  not-too-
pleasant life in the  Old Country. We
were busy trying to assimilate, looking
forward to a world where you could
stand up straight and not back to a world
where you could not. There was also an
element  of an  entirely  unmerited
superiority feeling.  We thought that
every step  from the sfefef/ was  a step
upwards and we expected to do better
than previous generations. We acquired
some of this hubris from our parents,
whose   extravagant   plans   for   us
encouraged us to think that we were
rather gifted, although our school results
did not confirm our brilliance - we were
statistically  distributed through the
class. We may have acquired some of
our spurious sixperiority at the  school
from the natives who knew that they
were  superior  to  all  nations.  Even
though their attitude towards us made
it clear that we only had a half blue for
Englishness, the amoimt of time your
family had been in Britain was a mark
of distinction. My father would refer to
`fine  families',  whose  only  claim to

fame  seemed  to  me  that  they  had
emigrated a year or two earlier.

Ihfe did not know whether Bwbbcz and
Grandpa - somehow we never called
him   Z¢z.dcz   which   is   the  Yiddish
equivalent-hadanyparentsorsiblings.
For us, the family began with them. It
was before the discovery of roots and
today   I   admire   and   envy   Theo
Richmond, the author of `Konin' who
seems   to   have   got   his   roots   in
proportion.

Bc!bbcz  is  said to have worked in  a
cigarette  factory,  rolling,  if Peter
Ustinov is to be believed, the cigarettes
on her thighs. And very fine thighs they
were too, as I was able to see for myself
when she taught me to swim in my early
teens. She was a handsome woman and
in photographs taken in early middle
age she looked more like a duchess than
a BG/Z7bcz.  She  did not  say much,  was
forever plucking  chickens  and had
spatulate thumbs which I put down to
pulling feathers against her thumb with
aknife.Althou8hshekeptthehouselike
a new pin, she was a terrible cook. But
she  did  make  good  cherry  brandy.
Another  of her gifts,  unique  in  our
circles,  was  that  she  was  a  skilled
gardener. They did not have a garden in
the Old Country, so she could not have
leamed from her parents  and,  as  she
could not read English until  she was
about sixty, she could not have looked
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it up in books.
They had settled in Ilford in the days

when very few Jews lived there. We did
not have a synagogue and went to the
one in Manor Park. All our friends were
Jewish  and  all  equally  ignorant  of
gardening  matters.  Bc/bbcz  bought
packets  of seeds  from Woolworth's,
could not read the instructions and used
her 4o2/  Over the years her garden
became the handsomest in the road.

So she was notjust a pretty face. One
day when she had `mastered' English,
she was reading the paper and said to
me `Vot do you tink to dis, Duvidel, a
man of 75 vent for a swim in the river'.
As  it  was  November  this  seemed
intrinsically unlikely, so I looked at the
paper and it said ` Car plunges into river
after 75 mph chase.' Another time I gave
her a lift home in my Ford Anglia. She
looked  at  the  speedometer  and  said
`Eleven  o'clock  orreddy',  so  I  was

forced to drive all the way at precisely
3 0 mph, regardless of traffic conditions.

Grandpa was totally different.  He
was an intellectual, always arguing the
toss with his cronies. He had a twinkle
in his eye and he, too, was good looking.
He was  not  a great worker,  finding
talking and courting the ladies more to
his liking. He was tremendously skilled
atcourting,andmusthavehaddominant
genes,  because  countless  people  in
Ilford and as far west as Manor Park
bore  an uncanny likeness to him and
were  for  ever being  approached by
people who said  `you must be AVIam
Cohen's child.'

He  barely  scraped  a  living  as  a
schc/szer, a cobbler, and B#bz7cz was the

linchpin in the family, who  scrimped
and  saved  to  keep  her  family  fed.
Though Sarah - Cissie - was born in
the Old Country all the rest were born
here. With the advent of Esther, Dora,
Manuel,  Sophie  Avosholem  -  she

Bubba wczs zfee
linchpin in the fondly,

who scrinped and
saved to keep her

f andly f ;ed.
wasn't ` christened' Avosholem but she
died early and as her name was never
spoken unaccompanied by Avosholem,
May God Rest her Soul, we younger
ones thought it was a sort of double-
barrelled first name. Then came Morry,
then Alec,  then  Lily,  then  Sammy.
Bccbbcz was pregnant with Sammy when
Cissie was married, to the everlasting
shame of the older girls.

Grandpa  suffered  from  chronic
bronchitis     and     emphysema,     a
progressive  and usually fatal  disease.
Living was  difficult and they would
borrow  a barrow,  load up  all  their
worldly goods and moved to other digs
without paying the  rent which was
owing.   This   was   the   celebrated
`moonlight flit'.

Bz/bbc  felt  that  she  had  to  take
matters  into  her own hands  and  she
bougbt a blouse which she could barely
afford.  She undid the stitching, ironed
the pieces of blouse and traced them out

Bubba with Samny fleft) and Morry (right)
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on  cardboard.  She used these bits  of
cardboard as a pattern and cut out the
pieces for a blouse from a piece of cloth.
She  sewed it up  on the hand-tuned
sewing  machine  without  which  no
immigrant family was  complete.  She
hawked the blouse round the shops and
sold it. They gave her orders for more
and   suddenly   she   was   a   blouse
manufacturer.  Gradually the business
thrived, occupying many of the children
and making an increasingly adequate
income.

As the children married, they settled
within a few hundred yards  of each
other in adjacent streets and eventually
all her 21  grandchildren married and
produced children of their own.

The  doctors  gave  Grandpa  six
months to live, so he retired to Southend
- the family could now afford digs for
him - and left Bc{bb4z and the children
in Ilford.  Due to the health-giving air
in Southend - the effect of decaying
seaweed it was said - Grandpa lived for
another twelve years until 1939.

In  1938, when I was  16,  I had my
tonsils out and was sent to Southend to
recuperate. I stayed at Grandpa's digs,
where he was looked after like a king
by the landlady, a not uncomely, game,
middle-agedlady.Grandpahadfounded
hisowndiscussiondroupofretiredmen
who met daily in one of the shelters on
the Promenade. There were no ladies in
the group but there was ample evidence
that Grandpa,  although handicapped,
was not without feminine admirers.

Grandpa could walk short distances
but he preferred being pushed in his
wheelchair and I was proud to be given
the task of pushing him down to the
Promenade. On one of these walks, we
encountered Harry; a slightly mad man
who sported a dog collar and a dark suit
and would preach in the centre  of a
circle of passers-by who would listen
to his Hot Gospelling. Someone behind
Harry would drop a ha'pemy noisily on
the floor and stand on it. Harry would
whip round and they would all look
innocent. He was unable to start from
whereheleftoffandwasforcedtobegin
again, when the coin dropping would
be  repeated.  This  provided  endless
innocent entertairment for the passers
by and, as Hany took it all in a sporting
spirit, many of the ha'pennies wound
up in his cap wben it was passed round.

When Harry spied Grandpa, he said
`And how are you today htr Cohen', to

which Grandpa replied  `I'm not at all
well Hany:  I haven't been out of this
chair for weeks and I would be grateful
if you would say a prayer for me'. You
can imagine my embarrassment. I was
only sixteen and Cirandpa had told a lie.
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At the end of the prayer, Grandpa said
`1 feel better already'. Then he got up,

walked falteringly but with progressive
easeroundthecircletoroarsofapplause
and the sound of dozens of ha'pennies
and the occasional penny being thrown
into the centre of the ring and being
picked up by an amazed but gratified
Hany.

Grandpa died in  1939, mercifully
before the War, which would have been
a burden to him. His three sons and all
three of his eligible grandsons were in
theServices,thouchallofthemretumed
unhamed.

Bc/bbcz survived until the 1970s. Her
precise age was a matter of conjecture
but she was well over 90. Having lived
on and off with her daughters since the
War, she wound up in the Westward Ho
Hotel  at Westcliff,  the posh part of
Southend.     The    Westward    Ho,
pronounced with two V's, was a private
Jewish old peoples' Home  in an ex
hotel. At the porter's desk in the hall

was a man who looked like Rembrandt's
picture  of a rabbi.  `Can I  see  Mrs
Cohen?' says I; `We've got twelve Ms
Cohen's' says he.  `Ms Rose Cohen'
says  I.  `We've  got three  Mrs  Rose
Cohens' says he,  `Do me a favour, go
and look in the lounge'.

Theloungewasananazingsight.All
round the walls were B#bbas', most of
whom were  stroking  a  Grandson.  I
located my Bwbb¢ and, as soon as we
had said hello, she took me on a tour of
the room. She would `introduce' me to
each Betbb¢ in turn; `Missus,' she would
say  because  she  didn't know their
"armes, `MissNIs, Geb a kik mein anikel'
(`Look at my Grandson') to which each
oldladywouldreply`Alovelyboybless
him'. At 6ft 4ins, I was certainly the
tallest a7!!.ke/ present.

I  had  developed  a technique  for
talking with Befbbcz. I made it easy for
her by always using the same frame of
reference.  She  would  start with  `IVw
Dovz.de/ how did you gidding on?' to

Back row.. Manuel -lefit, Esther -right. Seated: Grandpa, Cissie, Marx, Bubba.
seated on fooor: Morry, Lily and Alec.
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which I would reply that I was working
in a hospital either in London or when I
was  outside  London  I  would  say
`Manchester',   because   she  knew
Manchester,   and  Birmingham  or
Chelmsford    would    have    been
meaningless.  Having established my
geographical co-ordinates,  she would
tackle the key question of salary; `How
muchavikyoumaking?'shewouldask.
House-physicians'salariesinthosedays
were less than £200 per armum and I
knew B#bbcz would regard four quid a
week as derisory.  So I made it a few
thousand and each time I visited her I
would put it up by another couple of
thousand.  On one  occasion I forgot
myself and told her the truth.  `Ha ha'
she observed, ` I don't want to borrow
nutting'.

Having settled my career details, it
was my turn to  ask the questions.  I
would ask her who her favourite child
was, or, on alternate visits, her favourite
grandchild. `They're all mine favourites
bless them' was the stock reply. I was
so determined to get a better answer so
1wouldsay`Whoareyougoingtoleave
yourmoneyto?'Shehad,itwasreliably
estimated, about £200 stashed away. It
would have been more but her children,
who gave it to her, would look in the
hems of her skirts in her wardrobe to
see is she had too much, and, if so, they
would pocket the excess in case it was
stolen. If she really needed money, they
could provide it.  She  also  had a few
scraps ofjewellery and it seemed to me
that she would leave  it either to the
poorest or to her favourite.  She would
always  say that she would leave it to
Lily, who had been the poorest but was
so no longer, and I was never certain
why.

Sometimes I would brashly ask `Am
I your favourite Grandson?' to which
she would reply `Yes' in a tone which
showed she was joking. Then I would
say `What about Bemard', my cousin,
or one of the others.  `Bemard's also a
lovely  boy,  bless  him'  she  would
unfailingly reply.

Once  she asked me to have  dinner
with her in the hotel. At the next table
was another Bc!bbcz who kept smiling at
me as if she knew who I was.  `lh7ho is
that lady?' I asked.  `You don't vont to
talk vid her. she's not a nice vooman.'
Later, I asked my Mum who the lady
was and it tuned out to be one of the
Scarlet Women who had two sons who
were the spitting image of my uncles.
How  unfair to  be  sentenced  in  the
evening of your years to dine each night
next to one of your husband's bits on
the side.

I really liked her, though we had
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nothing in common except our ritual
conversations,  which  I  now  find
shamefully patronising. Where would
herdoctorgrandsonbenowwithouther
blouse factory? I so wish that, instead
of these foolishnesses, I had asked her

to tell me about life in the Old Country
and perhaps even thanked her for what
I owed her. Now  she's gone and it is
too late and, what is more, all the other
Bc/Z7bas were of an age and they've gone
too. There is no one left to ask. .

DA:VTD ME:PTDHh retired as a cardiologist in
1986.  He  took  a  degree  course  in  Italian  and
since  then  has  been  writing,  translating,
broadcasting  and  lectwring  on  Italian matters.
He  has  also  been  contributing  to  MAENNA
atmospheric vignettes from his a:wn life Of which
this is the third.
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NACHMAN
BROUGHT HOPE

Alix Pirani

NACHMAN OF BRATSLAV,
lived from 1772 to 1 8 1 1 and has
always been regarded as one of

the  greatest  rabbis  in  the  Hassidic
tradition. Ih/hat is written about him is
a   mixture   of   fact,   legend   and
mystification. His wisdom is conveyed
in  sayings,  enigmatic  parables  and
aphorisms noted down and assembled
for publication by his followers. I found
myself turning  to  his  words  in  the
catastrophe   which   has    recently
overtaken  the  world -  for  myself
personally and, as a psychotherapist, to
help  those  who  have  been  deeply
affected by these events. Nachman had
remarkable    insight   into    human
behaviour and the relationship between
body, mind and soul as befits a student
and  exponent  of Kabbalah.  He  was
making  observations  200  years  ago
which  are  now  current  in  modern
psychology.

Take   Nachman's   comment   on
international war: "... See how wise and
intelligent these people are, constantly
thinking  and plarming to  invent the
ultimate weapon that can in one moment
wipe out thousands upon thousands of
people."

What he has to say about conflict and
war shows a rare appreciation of group
dynamics and the intemalisation by the
individual of the struggles in the wider
collective:

"The world is full of strife.

There are wars between the great
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world powers.
There are conflicts within different

localities.
There are feuds among families.
There      is      discord      between

neighbours.
There is friction within a household,

betweenmanandwife,betweenparents
and children...

All strife is identical.
The  friction within a family is  a

counterpartofthewarsbetweennations.
Each  person  in  a  household  is  the
counterpart of a world power and their
quarrels  are the wars between those
Powers...

You may wish to live in peace. You
have no desire for strife.  Still you are
forced into dispute and conflict.

Nations are the same. A nation may
desire    peace    and    make    many
concessions to achieve it. But no matter
how much it tries to remain neutral, it
can  still  be  caught up  in  war.  Two
opposing   sides   can   demand   its
allegiance until it is  drawn into war
against its will.

The same is true in a household.
Man is a miniature world...
A man  living  alone  can become

insane.
Within  him  are  all  the  warring

nations.
His  personality  is  that  of  the

victorious nation.
Each  time  a  different  nation  is

victorious, he must change completely,
and this  can  drive  him insane.  He  is
alone and carrot express the war within
him.

But when one lives with others, these

battles are expressed toward his family
and friends."

Nachmanmusthaveexperiencedthat
insanity and had to find ways to cope
with personal desperation. His life was
tomiented by conflict: the region where
he  grew  up  had  endured  repeated
pogroms over the centuries and Jews
were  still  at great risk.  He  suffered
persecution and harassment from many
rabbis who enviously attacked his guru
status.  His health was fragile, the TB
which ended his life at the age of 38
had carried off many members of his
large family, including his two sons and
a grandson who died in infancy.

He had these observations to make
on     depression,     happiness     and
heartbreak:

"When you are always happy, it is
easy to set aside some time each day to
express your thoughts before God with
a broken heart.  But when  you  are
depressed, it is very difficult to isolate
yourself and apeak to God...

Heartbreak is in no way related to
sadress and depression.

Heartbreak involves the heart, while
depression involves the spleen.

Depression comes from the Other
Side (evil intent) and is hated by God.
But a broken heart is very dear and
precious to God.

It  would  be  very  good  to  be
brokenhearted  all  day.  But  for  the
average   person,   this   can   easily
degenerate into depression.

You should therefore set aside some
time  each  day  for heartbreak. You
should isolate yourself with a broken
heart before God for a fixed time.

But the rest of the  day should be
joyful...

After heartbreak comes joy.
Later happiness is a true sign of a

broken heart"
This seems to me exactly what now

happens in the hour devoted to therapy.
There  can  be  a release  of grateful
happiness, guilt-free.

The  deliberate  cultivation  of joy
through music and dance was part of
the  Hassidic  legacy.  But  something
further had to be dealt with: coming to
temis with the `shadow' , as we now call
it, realising that our negative energy can
be  a  source  of mental  and  spiritual
power. We must recognise and embrace
our own hatreds, desire for vengeance
- to  the point of terrorism perhaps?
Nachman's statements here are couched
in words of grim physical resoluteness,
as he seeks to explain that a rzczdz.4 must
know and use his own darkness in order
to diffuse the blinding light:

"...A sage has a duty to be vengeful

and vindictive...The  Talmud teaches:
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`Every sage who  is not vengeful  and

vindictive like a snake, is no scholar.'
...Without the  impulse  to  do  evil

O/e/zer fecz7i4z) there is no perfect service.
In the righteous the impulse to do evil
is transformed into a holy angel, a being
of might and destiny."

In  the  many  hours  he  spent  in
meditation,  silence,  communing with
nature,  walking  to  the  Holy  Land,
Nachman must have had to  struggle
with his  demons, the  enemy within,
aggravated    by    the    poison    and
contamination,  both  physical  and
emotional, of the close communities in
which he lived. For intolerable anger he
suggested  cathartic  techniques  very
falniliar today: deliberate stirring up of
the  suppressed  rage  in  oneself;  the
` silent screan'.

For the loss of faith, his answer was
straight: faith is simple, and no amount

:'fteprhi:Loei::stigtoi:::,ti::ai`tiss::i:?
irrefutable,    innocent.    He    says,
strikingly, "Moses our teacher did us a
great favour by beginning the Torah
with the simple words `In the beginning
God created the heaven and the earth'
He  revealed  our  faith without  any
sophistication or philosophy."

Nachman urged his followers never
to  give up hope and there is  a strong
feeling of the simple, wami love that
informed his teachings and generated
love  in those around him.  Perhaps he
was indeed the `holy angel' -messenger
of God - that a /zc!dz.k could be.

Nachman lived in times of dramatic
social and cultural upheaval: industrial
and     political      revolution,      the
Enlightenment, romanticism in the arts.
For   a   rabbi   who   was   as   gifted
intellectually       as       his       great
contemporaries, such as Goethe, Byron,
Mozart, there must surely have been
feelings of frustration.  Perhaps that is
why he appeals to us at times when we
feel powerless to affect world events.
Here in London the poet John Keats,
too,  was  dying  of TB,  ending  a  life
devoted to  love, truth,  `soul-making'.
And William Blake, the great visionary
-   artist,   poet,   Kabbalist   -   was
expressing  a profound,  idiosyncratic
wisdom which was  remarkably like
Nachman's.  Blake  enjoyed  a  long
creative  life.  Nachman, knowing his
days  were  numbered,  lived  with  a
joyous, painful intensity. We today live
with a constant sense of doom in a world
which, as Nachman knew, seems hell-
bent on destroying itself. I

AI::ELF;TRARTl is a psychotherapist and writer,
previously  a  lecturer  in  English.  She  has  f;or
fflteen years been inspired by the traditions and
influence Of the Kabbalch.
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Ceritre for Jewish-Christian Relations

Offers an
MA degree in Jewish-Christian Relations

in Cambridge
The programme is intended to deepen the knowlege and
awareness of students who already possess some background
in theology, Jewish studies, or a related field or who have
equivalent  experience.

The accessible and challenging programme includes:
•        Jewish and christian Responses to the Holocaust
•        Jewish-Christian Relations in Europe in the 20th century
•        Jewish and christian Biblical Interpretation

Research hffhil and PhD degrees also available.
> Next entry points: February & September 2001
> Students of all ages and backgrounds welcomed.
> Some  scholarships  available.
> The MA is also available by distance leaning.

For further information, please contact:
Director of Studies, Centre for Jewish-Christian Relations
Wesley House, Jesus Lane, Cambridge C85  8BJ
Telephone:  01223  741048/49  E-mail:  mjw48@cam.ac.uk
Website:  www.cjcr.org.uk



Marmfachaers of
Carnival, Halloween & Pairty Hats,

Masks & Noveiti,es

Eldon Street, Gateshead-fyne & Wear

NE8 3ND, England
Tel: 0191477 3783
Fax: 0191490 0247

email:  heatonpcl@aol.com

~ ESTABLISHED SINCE 1946 ~
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A TASTE 0F LIBERAL JUDAISM
Sunday 17th February 2002

11.00am -5pm
@oors open loam)

at the Northwood and Pinner Liberal Synagogue,
Oaklands Gate, Northwood, rmddx.

(Close to Northwood Tube Station. Ample public parking)

Progressive tastes - Jewish recipes through the centuries
Liberal Jewish Workshop
Who we are and where we stand
The Liberal Dimension
Sermon Competition Finals
Youth and student activities
Hebrew Calligraphy

Refreshments.            Creche.

Admission £5.00
Under  l8s £2.50

Ask a Rabbi
Creative Arts and crafts
The Moral Maze
Ethical  Dilemmas
Children's  activities
CD Ron
Books, Exhibition and displays

Stalls.

Tickets available from Sandra Levene at
020 7631 0584 or at centenary@ulps.org
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I please be at a local park to help plant a
tree on January 27. That will be the local,
last  minute  way  to   mark  the   57th
anniversaryoftheliberationofAuschwitz,
now also Britain's Holocaust Memorial
Day.  It seems decades  away from the
deeply moving ceremony led by Tony
Blair, the prime minister, at the Central
Hall, Westminster, only  12 months ago.
And it is in line with David Blunkett, our
home secretary, sending a junior minister
to take his place at a meeting to prepare a
national  event because  he  was  busy
fighting the terrorist threat.

Neither Ms. Jo Wagerman, the Board
of Deputies president, nor anyone else
should have lost their cool over this. After
all, ever more of those whose families
were decimated by the Holocaust find
ever more reasons to stay away fi.om the
Yon Hashoa services after Pesach. Even
that does not mean that the Holocaust will
eventually be forgotten. It will not. It is
anindeliblepatofEuropeanhistory.But
the swift downgrading of January 27 was
inevitable. The Holocaust was not a direct
British experience, and the memorial day
was an artificial implant into British life.
Just one of those well meant ideas which
no one thought through and to which no
one had the bottle to say no.

For the next few years it will continue
atthe.1evelofsaplingsandjuniormiliisters.
And gradually shrink to a before-8-am
item on the Today programme.

*

0NE RABBI JUMPS IN VITH
a  demand  for  stricter  laws
against paedophiles.  And  six

pageslaterinmyfavouriteandinfuriating
weekly,hisneishbouringrabbicondem]is
such laws.  Both claim to speak in the
name   of  Judaism.   And   both   are
desecrating our faith.

They were basing their arguments on
their personal views of the nature of the
crine,thecriminal,thedangersposedand
both the possibility and effectiveness of
preventive action. And Judaism has no
tradition of addressing any of these issues.
The two rabbis were using Judaism as a
fig leaf for their prejudices. That made
them as credible as the mythical rabbi
who stuck a smoked salmon label on a
packet   of   cured   ham.   And   then
pronounced it kosher.
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hardline minister of Edgware United
Synagogue.  His lay leaders have just
humiliated  him  by  overriding  his
objections,tumingtheclockbackseveral
decades,      and      bringing      back
"shnodering". That is the cringe making

practice whereby those called up to the
Torahreadingareaskedtomakeapublic
offering - anything from a fiver to five
grand and beyond. And pity those who
are embarrassed because they have just
been made redundant, or the kids' school
trips turn out to be twice as expensive as
planed.

Because  Progressive  schools  have
alwaysbeenshnoder-freezones,we forget
howdeeplyingrainedthepemicioushabit
remains  in  ultra  orthodoxy.   I   am
constantly being urged by a siren voice
across the ocean to put up for auction the
readingoftheBookofJonahduringYoin
Kippur afternoon.  "You  could make
thousands,"Iarnassured.Happily,Iwould
not dare suggest it to my senior warden,
let alone the synagogue council.

Wetakeforgrantedtheabsenceofthis
mix of flaunting and humiliation which
desecrate the Torah service. Measured
against its prevalence  elsewhere,  our
synagogues become one of the glories on
the Anglo-Jewish scene.

*

THE  VOICE  OF  DR.  ZAKI
Badawi,    one    of   the   most
approachable of Muslim leaders

in this country, triggered a furious hunt
among my memory cells. There he was
protesting  on the radio  about young
imams who came from abroad to serve
mosques  in this  country.  They knew
nothingabouttheBritishcultureinwhich
Muslins in this country live, cared even
less about it, and so stirred up youth to
extremism on the basis of their hard line
fundamentalist faith. Why, I mused, did
all this sound so familiar. Ih7here have I
seen and heard all this before? And then
click, I had got it. But in Judaism, the
season of goodwill goes right round the
calendar. And my fingers refuse to strike
even one more key on the board.

#
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and  the  only  one  of thousands  of
orthodox rabbis who has taken on the
showy,  noisy  and  at  times  vicious
Lubavitch  sect.  Point by point,  with
ample quotations from Mainonides and
other   mainstream   texts,    he   has

demolished their claim that their late
leader, Menachem Mendel Schneerson,
was the messiah for whom we have
prayed for the past 2,000 years. Now he
has chronicled his long and lonely battle
for the truth. And the title of his book,
put  out  by  the  prestigious  Littman
Library,  says  it  all:  7lfee  jzebbe,  7lfee
Messiah, And The Scandal Of Orthodox
Indifference.

In one sense it matters little what a
minority band like Lubavitch claims for
one  of its  deceased leaders.  But the
tragedyisthattheyarepeddlingtheirnon-
Jewish nonsense  not only in Golders
Green and Stamford lfill, but to hundreds
of thousands  of Jews  in Central  and
Eastern Europe who  are  desperate to
reclaim their heritage  denied to them
during  seventy years  of Communist
persecution. And they are allowed to do
so without let, hindrance or protest from
any   orthodox   leader   of  standing.
Everyone of them knows the true score
as well as Berger. The sin as well as the
scandal  is  that they lack the  guts  to
proclaim it.

T
*

HE FRST HGH SPOT IN TRE
Times  Preacher  of the  Year
contest came when the five of us

found somewhere to sit. Reserved seats
for us, on or off the platform, were not on
the menu that afternoon. The last high
spot came at the stylish dinner we were
all offered that night at a Pall Mall club.

In between three of us became also-
rans.Butnowaywas1robbed,Whenyou
enteracontestwithyourpeersandbetters,
you must be ready to lose. And I have
been  a happy  loser  since  the  day  at
Hendon County school when I tied for
the eminent post of form captain. Miss
Hall, our popular form teacher, cast her
vote for the other boy, and to my surprise
I felt not a twinge of resentment.

At the dinner served by two 6r three
waiters at a long table in a private room, I
sat next to one of the judges,  and was
showeredwithcomplimentsbyoneofthe
judges. He told me he loved particularly
what1hadsaidabouttolerance.Iaccepted
all his compliments with due modesty. I
have long ago leamt graciously to accept
every compliment, however undeserved,
to balance all the brickbats. This time I
did it with even more modesty, as I had
said none of the things which so enthused
the judge. The wirmer did I

RABBI  WILLIAM  WOLFF  i.s'  mz.#z.sfer  a/
Wimbledon dynagogue. He previously served both
hiberal  and  Roform  congregc[tious  in  Brighton,
Reading, MIIton Keynes and Newcastle upon Tyne.
He was tralmed at Leo Baeck College and started
his full  time  rabbinate  as  an  assistant  to  Rabbi
Iingo Gryn at the West London Synagogue. He was
a Fleet Strect jounalist bofore he became a rabbi.
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THE STERNBERG CENTRE FOR JUDAISM

AN OPEN DOOR T0 JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg  Centre for Judaism,  situated  at 80,  East End  Poad,  Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in  Europe.

It is the home of Britain's Pleform Movement, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the New North
London  Masorti  Synagogue. It also provides many amenities including a Library,  Bookshop,  Cafeteria,
Biblical Garden and extensive grounds.

Many programmes at the Sternberg Centre are open to the general public. Below is a selection for the
spring and early summer. The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the
warmest of welcomes.

ART COUF]SES
Ten-week daytime courses with Zev Pobinson
15th January - 19th March
Tuesdays  lo.00am  12.30pm
and 1 .30pm - 4.30pm
Telephone 020 8349 5646

WATEFtcoLOUF]  CLASS
Ten-week evening course
with  Linda Gevertz
9th January - 13th March
Wednesdays 7.30pm - 10.00pm
Telephone 020 8349 5646

COMMUNITY OF LEAFINERS  PF]OGF}AMME
Adult Jewish learning targeted to the needs of our
time. The programme responds to a secular Britain
at the beginning of the 21 st century,
using the expertise of rabbis and educators.
Accredited by the Leo Baeck College
F3egistration for courses starting January.
Telephone 020 8349 5628
Mondays 8pm - 10pm

JEWISH  MUSEUM
FAMILY  HISTORY WORKSHOP
Workshops arranged by the Jewish Genealogical
Society of Great Britain
This is an opportunity to find out how to research
your family's roots.
January 20th and April 21st 2002
Telephone 020 83491143

JEWISH  MUSEUM
PFIELUDE TO THE HOLOCAUST:
AN  EXHIBITION  OF  PAINTINGS
BY HANS JACKSON
20th January -12th May 2002
Telephone 020 83491143

STERNBERG  CENTRE  EXHIBITloN
January and February
`THE SEASONS OF MAN"

An exhibition of seven serigraphs by the artist
Shraga Weil depicting the Seasons of Man.
Behind the serigraphs titled SEASONS OF MAN  is
an accomplished, sensitive artist with gifted hands.
In the seven pictures, the essential experience of
an artist and human being unfolds, an experience
that wonders about the beginning and end of a life's
story and work.

LEO  BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE FOR JEWISH  EDUCATION
THE  SHIUF}
Spring Semester 2002
Tuesdays  11.15am      12.45pm
16 October     18 December2001
THEMES FFIOM THE BOOK OF EXODUS
Study the Torah with the finest teachers
and students.
Telephone 020 8349 5600

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE FOR JEWISH  EDUCATloN
F3EGINA JONAS  MEMOFllAL  LECTUF3E
Wednesday 6th February 2002
8pm at the Sternberg Centre
`TRADITIONAL JEWISH WOMEN'S  SPIRITUALITY"

given  by F}abbi  Dr Pluth  Langer
Associate Professor of Jewish Studies at
Boston  College,  Mass. USA.
Chairperson; Ftabbi Sybil Sheridan
Introduction  by Elisa Klaphek,
biographer of Regina Jonas
Telephone 020 8349 5600 - Admission Free

COMMUNITY  OUTREACH
Presents
I'M JEWISH  ,  MY PAFITNEF3 lsN'T
A Seminar for couples in
Mixed  Faith  Relationships
Sunday 20th January 2002
2.30pm -5.45pm
You can turn up on the day but it helps
if you can let us know in advance.
Contact Vivienne Zubaida on 020 8349 5645

ADULT EDUCATloN  SEMINAR
For Holocaust Memorial  Day
Sunday January 27th 2002
12.45pm -6.45pm
Keynote Speaker : Fergal Keane,
BBC Special Correspondent
For further details and registration see
www.reformjudaism.org.uk/hind/
Telephone 020 8349 5653

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE FOR JEWISH  EDUCATloN
`MAKING A  DIFFERENCE'

Education  Conference
Sunday 24th February 2002
Tel: 020 8349 5620 email: admin@cje.org,uk
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